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COMMUNICATIONS.
Armory Square Hospital.
Washington, Nov. 5,180;j.
To the Editor of the Pre.e:

The signs of war are maniluld in Washington—soldiers are on guard at the depot when

arrive, passing constantly through every
street, singly, in squads, or in regiments, in
and about all tbe public buildiugs, at your
hotel, at the theatre, soldiers ol every arm
everywhere; military goods in every tailor’s
window; sutlers’ stores in almost every block;
military agencies of the various Stales and of
you

benevolent associations scattered here ami,

there throughout the town : unwonted display
of nlceiy ornamented swords by the jewellers
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without number and of every pattern, by their
neighbors the apothecaries; cmbahncrsof the
dead, announcing their ghastly trade by day
with impertinent, staring signboards and with
flaming transpaincies by night. As you
wander about tire city and its suburbs, you'
notice on every hand the immense parks of army
wagons, the long traius continually arriving
and departing, the large corrals of mules and
horses, and above all the hospitals; and you
begin to see and fee!, as you never felt iu the
peaceful streets of our northern cities, the real
magnitude of the work the nation has iu hand.
There are no less than eighteen military hospitals in and around Washington. Eighteen1
And it is abundantly safe to say, that these
hospitals have at times counted more than ten
thousand patients, an army larger than the
Greek force which first proved the weakness
of the Persian Empire.
Think now, that
these eighteen general hospitals and still others, scattered all the way from Virginia to
New York, are. supplementary to the whole
system of field hospitals, and that all together
but serve the needs of one of the armies of
the
Republic—and the vast proportions of the
war will begin to grow dimly apparent.
It is painful to thiuk still further, what an
amount of human suffering these eighteen hospitals stand for, and yet how little, compared
with the whole terrible sum.
Not freely arc
God's best blessings Irestowed.
Yes they are
worth what they cost. The tender care of tike
Republic for her suffering children, should also
be remembered. Maimed and diseased in her
service, she spares not to provide for them the
choicest medical and surgical aid, the most
faithful attendance. Few of these poor fellows
could be better cared for, even at home, few
indeed so well as under the excellent hospital
system at last evolved from the chaos which
prevaded duriug the first year of the war.
Any of the Washington hospitals might serve
to illustrate this system, but none better than
that which occupies Armory Square, iu the
green belt stretching westward through the
heart ot the city Irom the Capitol to the Potomac.
Pennsylvania avenue, as everybody
knows, runs a little north of west, from the
Capitol to the President's mansion. .South of
the avenue and west of the Capitol park lie
successively the Congressional gardens, Armory Square, the extensive grounds of the
Smithsonian Institution, and the reservation
for tlie unfinished national monument. From

Seward street, which separates Armory Square
and the Smithsonian grounds, the white shall,

of the truncated monument is nearly visible,
glimmering away among the trees, lifting its
two hundred feet of marble to something more
than a third of its destined height: nearer rise
the red towers of the Smithsonian Institution;
and on the other baud, the great dome of the
Capitol seems about to overhang the street.
The square itself is an irregular urea, taking
its name from the armory which stands on its
_at_■_J_
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long, white hospital building*, like
overgrown tents, and like them pitched with
their gables to the street, instantly attract the
eye of the passenger who count* don n Seventh
street from the caual. The two smaller, detached buildings, which stand first iu the line,
are the lodgings of the nurses and of the
chaplain and bis family. Iu the rear of the
chaplaiu's house is the chapel, now soon to be
completed. Then follow the ten wards, lettered northward from A to K, and the central
building of like size, between buildings K and
F, which coutaios tbe geueral offices. Covered
passages run from ward to ward and to the
chapel. A high, wooden paling incloses the
square. Inside, a broad flower patch borders
the fence, and before tbe wards runs a substantial gravelled path. Eighteen inches of
solid gravel cover what would otherwise be a
mere slough, iu winter.
The space betweeu
tbe wards lias been filled up to the same level
rich
with
earth, and laid out in beautiful parterres. This work was begun last July, ami
by September the badges of all the army
corps In the service were blooming here iu an
embroidery of flowers. More than two hundred dollars were laid out, and well laid out,
for slips and plauts to stock these beds. To
many patients tbe gentle excitement and
pleasure of watching and sometimes tending
the green-leaved little strangers, was better
than medicine. The convalescent were almost
without exception so eager to assist, that next
season the space iu the rear of the covered
wards, will he tilled up
passages between the turned
over to them, to
in the same way and
be planted with kitchen vegetables, thus including sunshine, and the smell of fresh
earth, and out-dopr exercise, among the curvative agencies of tile hospital.
The main entrance is in front of the central
office. It is here that at the special huglc-call,
the wardmasters assemble with their attendants, to receive patients. A detachment of
the Invalid Corps perforins guard duty for the
hospital. A seutinel, iu the sky-blue uniform
of the Corps, stands here with drawn sword,
in the gateway. l£e takes coguizance, however, only of soldiers. Civilians he beholds
as trees walking, feeliug some emotion of surprise or curiosity perhaps, but no disposition
Visitors are admitted to
to challenge them.
the office at all hours of the day; to tile waids,
unless iu exceptional cases, only after noon.
Within the gale Is a fountain. Iu the centre
of a large basin is a long-necked goose, or a
short-necked crane, or possibly a swan. The
poor bird is in trouble, is evidently choking,
has swallowed all but about four Inches of a
small water-pipe, through which all last summer rose a miraculous stream.
Usually some
pallid patient stood or sat near, listening
to
the plash, plash, of the falling wa^reamlly
The
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which these numbers

he found to vary in form
and color in every ward. Now she hangs a
little packet by each bed-head to hold a comb
and brushes; and presently she has bethought
herself, that a small shelf overhead for a book
or two and mayhap a pipe and tobacco, would
be well, and straight set- to work to get it put
The medicine chest is under her sole
there,
supervision. Not only the prescriptions, but
the cordials aud stimulants are there, and the
prudent little woman does well to keep the
key in her pocket. When she leaves the ward
at night, she measures out all the liquors that
have be ill prescribed, and turns them over
with the pillsjaud powders to the uightwatcb,
who instantly locks them up again in hi- own

ment.
The door in the transverse partition, just
bebiud the officer of the day, opens into a long,
narrow pa-sage, on either side of which are
the dispensary, the spirit room, the library,
the linen room, the general ward master’s
room, rooms assigned to the officers of the
guard, aud in the rear, the surgeon’s dining
The door to the rigid of this, opens
room.
from the main office into the office of the surAn orderly sits hard by.
geon in charge.
Over the door is inscribed in large letters tlio
apophthegm, ‘‘Order is Heaven's lirst law.”
It is certainly’ the law of Armory-Square.
An array of still more alarming inscriptions is
within; over the desk of the surgeon in
charge,“Hora rait: vigila” (aud he fa vigilant, be it observed; opposite to tbe door,
‘•Time is money: we have neither to spend,"
and this, which is really personal, ‘‘When your

business is completed, please retire.”

The little field

are

inscribed, will

reccpticlc. Her daily duties are mostly over
by noon, tbougli she is usually in the ward
again for an hour or two in the evening.
When site leaves the ward, she retires to the
snug little box’ beyond the chamberlains house,
w ith the narrow passage running through it,’

'The

alls are

covered with pictures; among them an excellent photograph of a group of former patients,
each one of whom has lost a leg iu the service
of Ills country—of our country, too, remember. There are live of them, all young, and
mo wees are mien witti a touching
expression
of serene resignation. L'udei the photograph
is written, "The Fortune of War/’ Besides
the pietuies, the only ornaments urc a small
aquarium and a bronze statuette of Jaeksou.
a copy of the equestrian statue iu Jackson
Square, or as it is still sometimes called, Lafayette Square, uorth of the President's House.

and the ten little rooms, like the state rooms
of a steamer, ou each side. The little box lias
a good bath room too, and adiminitlvc draw-

ing-room.

l’erhaps Professor Henry

comes

over from the Smithsonian Institution, aud
takes tea with the ladies: or a brother sets
leave ol absence from the army of the Potomac for a day or two, ami comes up to see
how his sister fares.
It is not all rosecolor
though, this hospital business. Gaping wounds,
pallid faces, deatli itself, low groans and gurgles and delirious ravings, are not sights and
sounds wont to lie attractive to delicate naHr. Bliss is the man you would expect to find
tured women. And in proof that these woamidst these surroundings.
The pungent
men have he mi delicately reared, I may venproverbs and the bronze Jackson justly fore- ture to name the names of Fulton, Marsh.
shadow his character. Spare, dark, perhaps
Lowell, Parker. There arc so many Nightforty years of age, though that is hard to tell, ingales among our countrywomen, that none
wiry and hardy, an iron man in look and will, can reach the eminence of the Englishwoman,
a born disciplinarian, aud
whose name is better known the world over
yet singularly companionable when off duty, if the sovereignty Ilian that of any general commanding in the
of the States was conceded, the doctor's alCrimea. In every Xolherti city and hamlet,
legiance, like that of many Northern men, woman arc wailing and watching, who would
would furnish matter lor a very pretty disonly be loo happy to do a woman’s part topute. He was born in New York, reared iu
ward helping forward the cause of the ustion
Ohio, aud atthc beginning of th c war was es
and allevaliug the cruel suffering incident to
tabli'bcd iu the practice of bis profession in
this sad war. One of these nurses relinquishMichigan. As surgeon of tiie Third Michigan ed the prospects of a European tour to take
volunteers, lie was with the Army of the Po- her place here. Mile made her choice of the
tomac till alter the battle of Fair Oaks. Temattractions, ami she chose wisely, and God,s
porarily broken down by the excessive fatigue blessings must forever justify the election.
and exposure which followed that sauguinary
The prescriptions not only of medicine but
action, lie was seut to the rear, subsequently of special diet are administered under the eye
at
aud
on
the
7lli
reported
Washington,
July, of the nurse. To prevent waste in this parlss>2, was [dared iu charge of the general hosticular was a matter of the utmost consepital then about to be opened iu Armory quence. The Government allows only 20 cents
Square. The first patients were admitted a
per diem for each inmate of the hospital.
month or two later. The subsequent usefulWhatever is cxpeudcil beyond this sum, for
ness of the hospital is
largely due to the con- delicacies, must lie drawn from the post fund.
stant, active, almost aggressive supervision of The sutler pays a tax of $120 a mouth, whiclt
the surgeon iu charge, from day to day and
is turued into this fund; tiic pay of the nurses
month to month detecting this or that source
is generously devoted to the same purpose;
of confusion, slight perhaps in detail hut serithe sale of swill, bones and other refuse brings
ous in the
aggregate, aud resolutely curing the
iu $30, or $10, a mouth; and there arc donadefect by the introduction of new methods
tions besides. The monthly cost of extra ardcxlrmisly adapted to the desired end. it is
ticles of food is about $200. It is obvious,
almost superfluous to add, that lie is a thorthat the strictest economy must regulate this
ough master of ins profession. The burly expenditure. The cookery alone is not an
chaplain, who privately confessed to me that ununportaut itum. Otic of the nurses with
once lie eould not bear to see so much as a
her Iriends contributed $200 last summer to
tooth extracted for one of his children, has
buy a cooking range for this exclusive use.
overcome his natural shrinking so far as to
It was found iinpossibla to depend on the ortake a fearful pleasure in witnessing the docdinary cooks for thopreparatiou of sick men’s
tor's cool, rapid, skilful surgery.
diet with requisite care. A small building was
Lrcry ium tie ol the hospital is reported to
accordingly erected for the new range iu Octhe surgeon iu charge twice daily. At nine
| tober, and a special cook engaged. To insure
iu the eveniug aud seven in the morning, the
a reasonable economy in
the distribution of
various superintendents call the roll ol
this food, the surgeon iu charge had before esperson' employed in the
culinary, laundry, or po- tablished an admirable system. It was ascerlice departments; the assistant wardmasters
tained that a list of about sixty articles of
call the roll of nurses, attendants and
patients special diet comprised all that were usually
in their several wards. At eight iu the im.ru
called for. Every article in the list was then
iug those ollieers report to the general ward- desiguat"d by au Invariable number.
To
master, who sends a condensed report to the
avoid tiic needless inconvenience and expense
iu
All
surgeon
charge.
chauges, occasioned of preparing nearly every dish for each meal,
by orders,death, admission, discharge, or fur- four hills of fare were
for Monday
lough, are noted in these reports. The whole ! and Tuesday, Wednesday printed,
and Thursday, Frinumber ol allaches permanently connected I
day and Saturday, and Sunday. These bills
with the hospital, averages about two hundred.
are so
that in the course ol" the
Most of these are convalescent patients, not I week arranged,iu the list is
everything
introduced, but
yet strong enough, or who will perhaps never
the choice is limited to about ten articles for
again be strong enough for duty iu the field.
each meal. Of course tiic rule remains enAll the clerks, wardmasters and attendants betirely subordinate to the welfare of the patient.
long to this class.
To each item on the bill of fare is attached its
An assistant wardmaster is responsible for
number on the general list. Iu fact the attendants always prefer tiic numbers to the
waul. The small apartment on the
right of names, never referi mg to milk, except as N'o.
the front entrance is his. The
17. Little iJorritt’s big child would have been
corresponding
slow to recognize “chicking broth as No. 22,
apartment, separated from the tvurdmastcr's
room by an open passage, is a hatii room.
ami No. 10 seems hut a dry substitute for
In
the rear of the w ard are
corn-starch pudding. Any rarity, furnished
sleeping rooms for
the attendants and a diuiug room.
in
its season or by donation, is put upon the
From
front to rear a long strip of coarse brown
bill- in writing and numbered above the regumatting rnus down the ward, intersected at lar list. Blackberries, lor example, were
known last August as No. 04.
right angles by a similar strip from door to
door of the covered passages connecting the
Before explaining the application of this syswards. Mach of these buildings,except Ward
tem of numeration, it is necessary to refer"to
li, which is contracted a little on account of another ingenious coiittivance—the record of
the proximity of the armory, is ISO feet
long treatment and diet. When the hospital was
by Sj in breadth, and is lighted by liftccn win- lirst opened, all the prescriptions were entered
dows on each side. The whole aspect of the
in an order hook. The surgeon’s call sounds
long hall is light and airy. Nothing could be at a quarter past seven. Every patient is remore perfect than the system of ventilation,
quired to be at his bed. The medical officer
< >n cither side stretch this
long while rows of i of the ward then makes his round and probeds, spotlessly clean, tidy, inviting. Many a
scribes medicines and treatment for the day.
The same process is repeated at seven in the
poor fellow, brought in here with the dust of
battle still upon his garments and nerveless,
evening. From seven till twelve in the mornwounded limbs, is stripped, bathed, clad in
ing and from four till eight afternoon, the medclean clothes, and sinking back on these beds,
ical officers are not allowed to leave the hospiwhispers,“Ob, how comfortable!” There are tal without a pass from the surgeon in charge.
fifty-two beds in each ward, except Ward It, Tlie order book was of course sent to the diswhich has only forty-two. Fourteen hundred i pensary for the ni :diciues,aud was
necessarily
cubic feet of air are allowed for each inmate.
detained until all 1 he prescriptions were comThe hospital, if tested to its utmost
capacity, pounded, usually during the whole forenoon,
burins' this time it was impossible to ascermight accommodate niue hundred patients.
At regular intervals are stationed four at- I tain with certainty what had been the treatment of any patient, and after the book retendants, each wearing liis number, like a poturned the surgeon was absent, so that conliceman's badge, upon his breast. When the
hospital was first opened, it not unfrcuuontly sultation and advice respecting particular cases
happened, Unit a sick man lay wasting his lee- became almost impossible. To obviate this
blc strength iu wearily calling, “Nurse, nurse!''
difficulty, Ur, Bliss abolished the order book.
The prescriptions are now entered upon a sew hile the attendants were ail
clustered at the
ries of cards, oi which the following is an exother end of the| hall, busy perhaps,
perhaps
act specimen:
idle, either way out of earshot. To
remedy
this disorder, Dr. lSliss assigned to each attendBECOBD OF TUEATMEXf AND DIET.
ant a section of thirteen beds.
The post of the
attendant, when not actually engaged iu the
S» l_| Diskask.
Xamk7
|
service of his patients, is in the center of his
Enteric Freer.
’j
section, and lie is strictly confined to his post John T. Hannot
asm on guard, lie
tier .-Potass. Acetas. Jr. IT.
n,-.
goes on duty at reveille and
Tinet. Opii Camph. o:.i.
is relieved at taps. From 5 in the
morning till Oct. 1 nth.
Aquae, Distill. n\. it.
the evening, he is liable to
punishment
it found without liis badge, lie is
It '*>
Tea.ejmonfat of S 12-4-8-12 H
invariably
known ami addressed by his number. No. 1 ;
takes auk next to the assistant
Sponge the surface morning and recitwardmaster, 1
ing with tepid noire,
and discharges his duties on occasion. There
are >ix attendants in all.
None of the first
Beef Tea in. ir.—at 10 2-8 10 trUa.m.
four even temporarily overstep the section I
Diet-II. 1 11-17. D. !> 17 11-27. 8. 1
'
relieved
No.
O.wlio
is
limits,unless
by
the fur-17-82.
lutiim of the ward, assists in all emergencies, I
t'oniinnr medicine as fiefore.
ll'7,
tius of errands of the hospital.
No. 5 is the
Omit Beef Tea,and instead gire Braiidg
chore boy. Itriuging water is one of his multiv:. i with eeniat parts of wetter,at 10-2-8
10-2 6.
farious duties. The whole hospital is supplied
Continue sponging surface as before.
with I’otomac water; but it often happens I
If patient is restless at 0 evening,
that a little is wanted from a well near by.
gi reWith his badge and pall, No. 5 is privileged to
fit. Pule. Ipecac, et Opii gr. ..
leave the hospital without a pass. It lias
sometimes fallen out, that an injudicious No.
It is obvious that these cards contain a com5 lias lent hU pail and
badge to a person not plete history of tlie treatment of each ease.
entitled to pass the guard. Whereupon presThey are never removed from the hook at the
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tcrs. On a lime 1 asked one of these men,
cully \o. "i is round without bis bodge and arrested! lie is constrained to disclose the name
what he thought of the unaccountable dropsy
of his partner in the unlucky transaction; and
that afflicted this forlorn bird. He told me
mysteriously, that it was Potomac water and both delinquents are led to make a note of
the business and its results, for future referthe whole hospital had it.
The main office occupies the entire front of
ence.
For the rest, the duties of No. 5
the central building. A lingo stove stands
are very nearly those of which Herenes coinopposite tile door, absolutely menacing tin; plains to his in ither in Lucian's dialogue—
visitor with its red. open jaws. Beyond and
sweeping, dusting, making beds, laying the
facing it, sits the officer of the day, in lull surtable; or lie may be assigned to a sectiou,
when No. I answers the assistant wardgenu’s uniform. On bis right is the, postmisters function; and in general, it should
office, and the chief clerk’s desk. On his left
arc still other clerks, all busy.
The officer of j be observed that the system is flexible and ll.c
number of attendants is increased or diminishthe day is on luty for twenty-four hours. He
j ed
with constant reference to the actual itecoswill not go to bod to-night. At midnight aud
No position is suffered to
at daylight he will make a general inspection I silies of the ward.
become a sinecure.
of the hospital. If any patient should exhibit
t!
is furthermore the special assistant of
No.
new or alarming symptoms during the night,
the nurse, and his post, in the rare intervals
lie will lx- called. During the day lie will
carefully inspect every department, paying of leisure, is in the centre of the ward, by the
particular attention to the general police of largo medicine chest of which she is the custodian.
All the attendants are sometimes
the hospital, and scrupulously testing both
called nurses, hut the nurse par csrcllencc is
the quantity aud quality of food sei veil up for
a woman.
There is one in each ward, and a
each meal. It is his duty also to receive all
j
lie cannot I thousand delicate touches show’ where her
new patients aud visitors here.
The inner walls of
leave his scat, even for inspections, unless re- \ graceful hand has been.
tiered by his successor, who is to-day's reliev- [ the hospital buildings arc of the line strong,
iug officer. At tcu o'clock to-morrow morn- ! paper in which hardware is commonly wrapiug lie will be Dually relieved, aud will turn ped closely woven confining and opposing
over to the new officer of the day, his written i to'tlio outer cold, six inches of what builders
call dead air.
notes, to be embodied iu a morning report
Through her agency, direct
to the surgeon iu charge. There arc ten j or indirect, this blank, bull' waste is covered
over
medical officers, one to each ward, aud they
j with pictures. Noble text* are written
perform this duty in rotation. They arc held all the doorways. The glaring windows are
strictly responsible lor failure to note and re- neatly curtained. Over each bod is its num-

port irregularities occurring in any depart-

Wirtl communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the •*Editor of the Press,7' and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
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MORNING, NOVEMBER 7,

head of the bed, except when attendant No.
0 takes them, live or six at a time, to the disTheir plain directions guide the
pensary.
nurse in administering the medicines entrusted to licr. From them she makes up her requisitions for special diet for the day. Ilaunot had for breakfast on the I Oth October, tea,
soil boiled eggs, and milk; for dinner, milk
toast, milk, baked apples, and boiled rice; for
supper, tea, milk, and oat meal gruel. The
special diet is of course for patients in bed.
When the bugle sounds lot brcuktiisl, dinner,
or supper, all who can walk repair to their
beds.
When the table is quite ready, the
wardmastcr appears at the dining-room door.
“Fall in for dinner, men, inarch!’’ and in military order they move to their places. During
their absence the nurse with her assistant, No.
0, serves the men remaining in the wards.
The dining rooms, it lias been mentioned,
are in the rear of the several wards.
A covered passage, six feet wide, with a tramway
for the transportation of food, runs the whole
length of the hospital. The kitchen is in the
rear of Ward F, under the same roof with the
store-room, which is immediately in the rear
01 the central oittco.
The bakery extends
eastward, at right angles to the line of the
kitchen and store room. All stores are imme-
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MISCELLANEOUS.
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FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,

large lot

of Extra

Quality

I
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Blankets,

I

and

Winter Garments, at

For Sale Cheap,
applied for immediately. LOT No 47
with two Dwelling liou-es aud
street,
if Spring
Ik

new
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£
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House nnd Land For Sale.
Hou« Xo. 179, corner of Cumberland tad
Kim -trcct-. Lot about 50 by 100 feet. Honae
is. may be examined at any time. For particular, call at 1S6 Middle atreet,
(up atalra) or M I
Woodbury, or G. W, Woodbury, or
J0HN' c PKOCTER, Lime Street.
....
Portland. Sept. 10, 1963.
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LOUR. OK AIN. SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

Heal Estate for Sale

generally.

The F

Particular attention given to shipping bv quickest
aud cheapest route#. No. 152 SOUTH WATKK aST.,

CLOTHES WRINGER!

Chicago,
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CO,

Country Residence lor Sale.
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Hillard'* Fifth Reader.

173 Middl
Street.
Hillard’s In termediate Reader,illustrated
l Kkf’kukncks.Dr#. Baco:* and Bktslim.
Hillard's Fourth Reader, illustrated.
SPortlaud, May 25,1*63.
tf
Hillard’s Third (Primary) Reader, illus-

illus-

trated.

The

•

f t Is

tf

T O

**

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE.

Portland, July 17tb, 1863.

raims'jmce

navicg Deeu made

X Revenue Stamps, the public

w

Clapp

FHOST

X

-DEALERS

Stamps.
depository of
ill be supplied at
a

FRYE,

Flour, Meal, Grain and Feed,

(illustrated.)
This reading-book is intended for the lower classes ol our Grammar School*, aud the same
general
feature* are preserved in it a* are found in the other
books of the series. The
Treatises in
the Fourth and Intermediate Koadprt’ou Articulation and the training of the Vocal Organs will he
found to be valuable helps. Spelling and Detining
Lesson* are attached to each lesson in the Fourth
and intermediate Header*. They have been care-

Introductory

fully prepared.

The Third Primary Reader*
The Second Primary Reader*
The First

Primary

The Primary Headers were cldeflv prepared by a
gentleman long engaged in teaching, and of much
practical
in all that relate* to education,
but under Jlr. Hilliard's direct aud can ful supervision.
contain
lessons in Luuneiatioiv, with
They
brief directions to teachers, and selections in verse
aud prose for reading lossous. The Exercises in
Enunciation are such a* can easily be u*«*d bv vouug
children with the aid of the teacher.

feb’i
I

ALBEIIT WEBB X CO.,
DEALERS IN-

Corn, Flour and Grain,
OF MERRILL’S WHARF.
r.n.trcUl Street, •
Partlaad. Mr.
HEAD

|___jeatf

Primary

Readers

since their publication a few year? since, isan evidence of their popularity.
in tho Fourth, Intermediate, Fifth aud Sixth
Reader*, a few of the most approved selections
in the compiler’s forme? series are icproduced. but
the selection* for the most part are derived from
other sources, and the examination of EnglL-h Literature ha? oocn v ery extensive to find a \arhtv of
piece* of intrinsic worth and prrwunmt met it.
Great care has been taken that Uicdifl rent numbers of the New Sei:ie> should be <*vri fully
<;u a nr at ed to the capacity of the classic for which
are

designed.

School officer* and Teachers are invited to address the publisher*.
Copies of the books will be furnished for examinawill be *cnt by mail ou receipt of tho
tion, or
postage, which is for the Sixth, 24 cent* ; fifth. 20
cents
Fourth, 10cents: Third Primary, 12 cents;
Second Primary, 8 cent*: and First Primary, 8 cts.

they

SrT The Publication of the Old Scries will be
a* heretofore.

con-

tinued

BREWER &
131

TILEST0N,
Wiuhingtou St., Boston.

oc‘M TuThA 83wAw£wl$

Resident

PORTLAND.

and Cut

BoquetsWREATHS

(MINERAL
fully arrange<l and
li-hment.
of North

1

at

Book and Show Cases made to order.

PALMER’S

p

I WARTIFICIAL
\

sept

PH IS world-renowned invention which received
L the,“Great Prize Medal" at the World * Fair, is
regarded a« the onhj reliable Artificial Leg now
made. It is worn by upward* of six thousand per| sons embracing all claves, age* and profeMion*. It
is too well known to require extended description, a**
j all information concerning it is embraced m the descriptive pamphlet, which is scut free to all who apr

ply-

"^“SOLDIERS of all the New England State*
without charge
Very larg** number* of
at the Bostou House, 10
PALMER & CO..

supplied
j soldier* arc being supplied
| Green street. Apply to
octl'Jw&stf

Boston. Mas*.

Sub.-criher gives public notice to all concern*
ed. that she ha* been duly appointed and taken

milL

X

upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of Daniel Fox. late of Portland, in the ( ouuty
of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond a* the law
directs; she therefore requests alt persons who are
indebted to the said deceased’* estate to make immediate payment and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to

Portland, Nov 3, 1808

SUSAN \V. POX.
ddtf

m.

my e**ab

NO. 06

aud

EXCHANGE

war-

i

aug?n di*tf

He would return thanks to his numerous cusvoni*
ers for their liberal
patronage, and hopes by stile*
attention to business to stillrctain them, and make
a host oi new ones.
Impairing done with neatneppp
and dtepati k.
N H
No DlSArroiMMlKTS.

MARINE

n. McCarthy,

t imin' and Took Iron.

sepl7 e«>d2tu

undoraigned has been appointed Agent for
the *ale or Marine Railway and other Chains
in the United State* and liiithdi North America,manufactured by Hknkv Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, aud i* now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chain*, made to order aud to
pattern, with the Sprocket w heel to match, and war-

TIIE

ranted

to

tit.

These chain*

aic

made of

an

Without

N*w Bkdford. Mass

DOLLARS will be given for the detection
aud oouviction of any person orpersonsstealinf
papers from the doors of our subscribers,
ieott
PUBLISHERS OF THE PREM.

FIVE

a

Chimney I

TRITTliVS KEROSENE Bt R.VER !
| fllHlS
BURN F.R is the best

to *uit.
!
Mr. C. teels oonlideut he can
the al-ove articles on a* favorable term* a* can he obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL,

Sub-marine Engineer,

Street, Portland

Highland Boarding SckoolforUcy,

quantity

supply

No. Shi Exchange

IX BETHEL. MAINE.
FI1HK Winter Term of this School will commence
A on the first Tuesday in December, and continue
eleven weeks send for a Circular to
N T. TRUE, A M.,
oc20 cod4wr
Proprietor and Principe

iron pe-

culiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
show* it* a\ci age breaking strain to be’So ton* per
inch of sectional area. Parties wi-hing good aud reliable chains w ill do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with tho
countersunk hole* and the Bolt* to match al*o,
of all kind*. Screw Bolt*, Lag Screw*.and all
8pike*
kinds ol iorgiug douc to order, and of
quality and

|anl0’62d lately*

STREET,

Ready-Made W orV-

we are
u* with

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL & MCALLISTER

Kitilwa)

street to

VC'ilF.RKhe will continue to manufacture flist
vv
class work of all kinds for (.ienth'men’s and
Ladies’ wear. Also Military work of all kinds, such
a* Riding. Marchiug. Dress Parade.
Fatigue, ana
tiarri«on Boots, all of which will be made of the
be»t imported stock, and made by the best workmen
in the
city Mr. M. iutends that his work shall not
be second to any in the United States.
Special oftendon uireu to /.«tW«Ys’ b alking Roots. In connec*
tion with the above w ill constantly be found a stock
of Aral cla-s

-ALSO, FOR SALEAll Kinds of lltird and soil Wood.
The Public are invited to give us a call, a*
bound to give satisfaction to all who Ihvor
their custom.

Maker,

Temple

(IS sturdiVAST’S BLOCK,)

DELIVERED TO AST PART Oh THE (TTY,
A T SHOP, T SO Tit E.

quality,

Shoe

Has removed from No. 23

AT THE-

Our Coal is of the very BEST
ranted to give satisfaction.

McCarthy,

Boot and

ALBERT DIR WANG EH, Florist.

—

LEG:

Patronized by Government.

ATTENTION!

always

eod3m

Posters.

Recruiting Oflcer.
WTOFFICE NO. 1 POX BLOCK, 1st flight, up
of the Flag.
ang$6

corner
aud Montreal street*,
be found at LoMuujoy Hill. BoqueU may
well k St ater *, Exchange strtei. All order* left
there will be promptly attended to.

19

see

stairs—sign

Flowers,
order

particulars

FRANK L. JONES,

CROSSES. taste-

AND

mane to

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH.

MT*Furniture Made, Repaired and Varnished at
SHORT NOTICE.
Portland, May 29,1863
tf

offer.
For farther

1 1

CABINET MAKER
UPHOLSTERER,

enlisting from Portland. To
those enlisting elsewhere in the State a Bounty el
$502 in addition to the Bounties the towns may

dAwly

MAINF.

——————————————

Coni and Wood!

No. 51 Union Street,
prepared to do all kinds of CABINET JOBISBING iu a prompt and satisfactory manner.

A BOUNTY OF $602
Will be i»aid to those

Principal.

F. M. CARSLEY,

al

300,000 of the

eodtf

I

experience

These books are beautifully illustrated with origindesign* by Billing*, engraved bv John Andrew.
The sale of ucarly

WORTHINGTON,

Fessenden,

upon hi* old "companions in arms’
mud others of the late existing Maine Regiments, to
Join him in again meeting the enemy of the old Flag

or

ADDISON KRYE.

February 4,1869.

AND

Reader*

K. M.

Col. Francis
earnestly calls

For further intormation please call at the College,
send for catalogue and circular, iuclosiug letter
stamp. Address
BRYANT,STRATTON k WORTHINGTON,

No. lOO CommeroialStreet.
Portlaud,

IATK

HAS

IS-

AM ARIAI1 FROST.

of the 23th Maine Regiment, having been
J duly authorized to recruit a Company IOr the
Veterau Regiment to be commanded by

IV ode.Conacre** St.

*

jnst been added to Bryant, 8 raATToK &
Co.’* Chain of Commercial College*, established in New York. Brooklyn. Philadelphia, Albany,
Buffalo. Cleavelaud. Detroit, Chicago, St. LouTroy.
is, Providence, aud Toronto, C. \V.
The object of these College* is to impart to Young
Men snd Ladies thorough and practical in-tructiou
in BOOK-KEF. PI St:, COMMERCIAL LAW.COM>
ME Ft IAL A It ITUME Tit .SPESt ER/IS Hi'S I
NESS. PKNM. ISSIIIP. COR FES POSHES i E,
PHOSOtSRAPHY, Higher Mathematics, Ciril Engineering, Surveying, X<rrigation, fc., and to tit
them for any
department of business they may
choose. Scholarship' issued in Portland will entitle
the student to complete his eour-e In any College ot
the chain, and rice rer.ta,without additional charge.
The College is open Day and Evening.

the following rate*:
I-e«s than $30at par.
•50 to 91000, 4 percent, discount.
•loOO anti upward*, 5 per ceut.discount.

Header,

C'apC. FttAXK L. JONES,

Exehnuge Street,

Internal Revenue

T HIK

Veteran Soldiers of Maine!

First Collection District of State of Maine,

ha- been taken in the selection of
a variety of entcrtaiuiug and choice
pieces for the
filth Reader a* for the Sixth. Many excellent declamatory placet are given. The dithcult words in
each lesson are detiued, and numerous careful biographical sketches and critical notes are found
throughout the book. Tlte Treatise upon Elocution
is the work ot Professor Bailer, of Yale
College,and
is easily understood aud practical.

they

MILITARY.

same care

The Foili ih Reader*

;

oclO dtf

NATH’L J MILLER. Collector.

(ILLUSTRATED.)
This Header is designed for large towns and cities,
where the grading of the schools may require an additional book.

;

VARNEY.

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,

ll«n<lnr

The Intermediate

ELI-'Ail

profession

Cortland, May 25,1*68.

taken to admit uothing which young persons would
be likely to pronounce dull or taiue.
Biographical, Critical, amt Kxplauatorv notices
an preaxed to most of the selections,
they have
been carefully prepared by Mr. Hillard, ami are a
valuable feature of the book.
The Introductory t reatise on Elocution, prepared
by Pro lessor Mark Bailey, of Vale College, is a plain,
practical, and useful treatise upon thi.« difficult art,
andcaunot fail to be highly approved.
I

N. 146 Middle St. Portland.
V. C. HANSON.

The FARM owned by the late
Hon. R. K. Goodenow. situated
withiu one hundred rods of the
County Buildings at Parts, Oxford
County, Me., is offered for sale at a

i lie Farm contain:* 110 acr€*s ot laud, of excellent
quality, which produces at present about 30 tons of
hay, and the amouut may be largely increased.—
Fruit, wood and water ate abundant. 'The dwelling
house and out-buildings are commodious and in good
repair. The location is pl-a-ant and healthy, offer,nr a desirable country ri«idence.
For particulars inquiry mav be made on the premises of £>r. W A. RUST, South Paris, or WILLIAM
GOODKNOW, Esq., Portland.
jyfteodtf

1
former patients and the pub; lie. Dr. F kuxald, tVmn loug experience, is prepared to insert Artilicial Teeth on the “Vulcanite
Base,”
I and another methods known to the

The Sixth Header.
rilHE main object of all reading book* is to teach
X the art of reading. With tin* view, a wide
laiijg.j of selection* has been made in this Reader, so
that the pupils using it may be trained to
give proper force and due expression to
every form of stvle,
whether grave or gajr, humorous or pathetic, elevated or familiar, declamatory or simple
Care lias been

Thr

I

FINDINGS, SHOE TOOLS, Ac.

HAVING

illus-

trated.

Hillard's First (Primary) Header,

1 treat bargain.

Or. J. II. IIEALD
disposed of his entire intere.t in hi*
Office to Dr. S.C FERNALD. would
cheerfully
recoommend him to his

trated.

Hillard’s Second (Primary) Reader,

j

*

__-

Upper mitl Sole Lealher,

WFXTIST,
No.

Hillard’s .Sixth Reader.

For Solo*

A FARM in Cape F.lisabeth,abont
44 miles from Portland, containing
about 170 acres, with two dwellinghouses, barn and out-buildings.—
__T l«arge proportion of fences stone| wall A part or the whole will be sold. Inquire ot
CLEMKNT JORDAN, on the premises, near South
I Congregational meeting-house.
Jytl d2aw w4m*

PORTLAND. ME.

Jnltdtf

ation.
Also

jell deodh wtfo2

Work* 0 Union St., and 333 *335 Fore St.

m

Enough._

oue

Retail.

GAS

Done in the

good two-story house, barn, and e arriage-house, with lot 68 88 teot, in Back
Co\e Village, near Tnkey’s Bridge, about
mile from Portland post office—a pleasant situ-

one house lot on Monument street. In Port*
land, on which i* an umini.-died house; and ono lot,
about one hundred feet square. on Atlantic street;
will b*» sold entire, or in two lots. Term* easy.
J. HACKER,
Apply to

Steam Cock*, Valve*, Pipe.and Connection*, Whole,
•ale

A

a

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.

C.

to Beat.

—

anil brothers, and

DR. S.

or

arm.formerly-inowned by John

Mouutlort, King
South Gray,
containing 100 acres, 60 of ll improv*>d. the remainder wood and timber,
"well fenced with stono wall
Good
buildings and enough of them. Two hundred apple
trees in good condition. For particulars enquire ot
ELIAS MOUNT FORT, on the premire*.
Also, the Brick Building iu Portland, situated on
Fore and Chatham streets.
augl2 tldft w)

Illinois.

Rkfkrkxck*—Xeaara. Maynard k Son#; II. k \V
Chickening; C. II. Camming# k Co.; S. G. Bowdk-ar
k Co.; Charle# A Stone ; llallett, I>avi« k Co., of
Boston, Mu^h. Cashier Klliot Bank, Boston. J. N.
Bacon. K#q.. President Nenrton Bank. New ton. C.
B. Coffin; Warren Kill# k Sons, New York City
J>9 ’63 dly.

SERI E S.

Middle Street,

]•

considered in Armory-Square a mere business
transaction, hut a solemn duty, to lie dischargart*IC *?ul>cr’or P0*11*8 of this Wringer over others
ed with due decorum.
.Simplicity of construction.
}■
In tliis spirit the hospital is conducted.
J
It ha* no iron that can ever ru«t the Clothes.
There would be much more to tell; but these
6. It is
very stroug aud not liable to get out of orare its general features, and I have thought it 1
,;.wr*n*.H1* anything from a lace collar to a bed
quilt, working easier than any other Wringer.
wortli while to put them on record with the
Mrarrailt this Wiinger in every
particular.
of the
many memorials
great rebellion.
t**Agent« wanted in every section o^the counA
discount made to tlie trade.
H. W. R.
i lrv
1- or sale at the old
Wringer’s *taud, 229 Con-

NEW

a

most favorable terms. Apply to
.IAS. It. IXXT
CO 106
octo d4ar

tycoruer of Congress and Preble Streets
oc!7

AMIDON'S
Latest Improved

HILLARD’S READERS.

Stable on the same.
For terms, Ac apply to
H. WINCHESTER.
on tha premia*.

or to Lease.
larirc water front, anitablc for ahlpI IJ yard" or other mauufactnrina bu,im-««. wltbia
I oue quarter of a mile of I’ortlamt line, and
adjoining
the t.raud Ttunk Railroad, for -ale or to lenae on the

J. W. SYKES,

oc9 i>4w

a

For Sale

Purchaser lor Eastern Account

|

wa-

summer

nearly

T (ITS wlih

Their Cloak Department contain* all the

HATCH.

If

and

less than the Agents’ prices.
Winter Flannel*. Balmoral*, Ac., kc.

styles of Fall
price*.

New Dry Gooils Store,

US

new, one and a hall story House
gvlll pleasantly looted on Hill street. 7 well AnStHI I-he.l rooms, a good well or water; a wood
she 1 attached. I h; lot
containing 2904 feet
0<
of the subscriber,
../‘.,.rPfr.,.i?BlBr* enquire
or ALLEN HAINES,
Esq., of Portland
sepia dtf
ISAIAH VICKERY.

_

All Wool

over Store#
opposite the

prcmiWto

*he

For Male.
A

yey.

:

desirable shades.
A

«»

boarders. For
GEO. OWEN,
31 Winter 8treet, Portland.

•P*

.shade*.

new

AIW

and our'-half mile' from
Portland, aud tha
rtne-d situation in Cape Eliznbeth Tor a

Scarlet aud Scotch Plaid*, Long and Squaro
Shawl*, finest quality and best style.

husbands, to the country, never to receive
them again uuder the sun and stars of this
mortal word, that the letters and
envelopes
which brought the sad tidings were darkened
with lines of mourning, as if this were not

9list Published.

iS“/.r0"al

llou'"-

For Sale or to Lei.
CI.I1 F COTTAGE, containing ovar 20
room>*,large stable and sited*—'Hooted two

Plain

hatever in Sl*re.

Portland, me.

or

Noe. loi and 164

„—J tering place, and
parfJciTTar? enquire of

prepared to make

are

Superior quality of Plain Silks, in

81 Middle Street—near the Post Office,

1,1
aLd>iu,rB&
Exchange street,

A

1

•n.Meodtw

of Plaiu Doeskins, Beavers,
in

A. T. DOLE.

_

Scarlet and Blue Broadcloth in English and Am-

at

oc3 tf

a

erican Good*, which they
order in the latest style.

Low,

will

Jaitetl

GOODS!

EXAMINE.

Spangled Beavers, Ac., Ac.,

AS AXT HOUSE IX THE EXITED STATES.

and kitchen, northward, are the laundry
and the kitchen for special diet, and more remote, on the northern boundary of the square,
the dead house and knapsack house. In most
hospitals there is a great accumulation of
knapsacks and other effects of deceased soldiers. During the first few months of his administration, Dr. Bliss found an enormous collection of personal effects, watches, rings, and
other trinkets, clothing and small sums of
money, increasin'' unoii his hands.
Tn ov.«
rid of this annoyance, l.e caused to he added
to the regulation description, which gives
only
the name, company, regiment and rank of
each patient, the name and post-olficc address
of his nearest friend. AH the effects of the
patient arc invoiced. The clothing is sent to
the knapsack house; the smaller valuables are
put up iu a neat package, for which the owner
takes a receipt. The package is numbered,
registered, ami deposited in a safe in the office of the surgeon in charge. If the
patient
dies, his friend is immediately advised and instructed to apply lor liis effect*, a list of which
is given in the letter. Many a keepsake, more
precious than words could tell, has thus been
restored to those whose right it was to claim
such consideration. It is a small matter, and
yet it lias often been gratefully mentioned by

over

TFAVE JUST OPENED a large and rich stock of
French Thibet*. Poplins and Alpaccas, in Wine

All the goods in this establishment have
just been
bought for XKi r Cask,and must be sold for NBTT
CASH, thereby enabling us to]

as

To In* i.pj,

|n the second storv
stur* m
CHAMBERS
Middle street—Mitchell's Bu°
iSing* rS£iilo“
given Immediately. Inquire of

To Let.

Color, Scarlet, Magenta, Brown, Blue and Green.

Sell

__Jyl7

C. W. ROBINSON & 00.

VAftlETY.

*

SUITS,

NAVY

CLOAK

Office to Let.

second floor. Middle Street,
centrally situated
and easy of access.
Apply at No. 72 Exchange
atr*et
tt

O

specially

Fashionable,

CAX BE FOl'N I (TsY E R V LA HUE

TAILOR,

MIDDLE

ha* been
attended to by him*elt, and carrful attention will be pa!d to their making up to order.
His stock of VESTINGS include* Silk. Satin
and Woolen—all varieties that are now "ought tor
wear.
He is also supplied with a select stock of

Near the Post Office—where the

enr

new

Streets, diri ctly facing the market. Rent
low
Enquire at office ot
OCEAN INSURANCE CO
dtf
■Sept.16,1562.
No.27 Backing', St

he has a selection of the latest and best styles of
fabrics that the markets a Hind.
Hi* assortment of good* for FROCKS and DRESS
Cn f '/’s'aml PAS'TALOOXS, aNo includes
everything comprised in the late-t Importation* and fashions, in Blaux, Blue, Mixed and Fancy Colour.
The selection of styles for

Tlitltllc Street.

Latest and Most

in the northerly
TUEoommo.liousCh.mber
nerot the
brick block, corner or
Lim/and
H!ik

STREET,
to hi* stock, reby largetu aCces-iou*
meet this requisite. For
cently purchased,
Autumnal »uil Winter Overcoats,

room

sons

To Let

WILLIAM C. BECKETT,

Establishment,

At iVo. 81

The leak, which
sugar, evidently stolen.
would never have been discovered by any less
vigorous test, was stopped by a new lock.
When it is lctucniberud that the Uovcrument
only allows twenty cents per diem for sustenance and furnishes only caudles for
light, and
that all the expense for extra food ami for gas
ami gas fixtures must la; defrayed by the post
fund, the necessity for such strict management
becomes only too obvious.
On the prolongation of the line of the store-

^ J. MII.LER,
Over 92 Commercial Street.

mchll iltr
pool
<111

CLOTHING

I

HOST OPENED,

is taken every mouth. The balance sheet rarely betrays any error. As an illustration of
the waste it prevents however, it may be mentioned that on the 1st September last, the account showed a deficit of twenty pounds of

of the need of

-ASP-

FE11THAM L ZllEII/

diately weighed or measured, and invoiced
upon receipt. If the slightest error is detected, the commissary department, or seller, is
notified at once, and the matter is set right.
Requisitions from the kitehcu or bakery are
carefully weighed out, and an account of stock

those who have given

public

WARMER

Kooim to Let.

ROOM over lfo. 90 Commercial St
CJUSTING
Thomas Block, to let.
Apply to

temperature of the weather, already remind*
the

NEW DRY GOODS STORE!

Coi,M,ii'*

CHANGE

A
lu the

FOR SALE & TO LET.

1

1

of its kind now in the
E market. It is remarkable for its superiority of
li*ht: for its facility of moving about, and for Us
uon-couducting principles, which renders it safe
against the (fleets of heating
Vor the purposes of a kitchen and chamber lamp
and far lanterns, it is invaluable.
i or economy and convenience it commends itaelf
to all house-keepers.
Lamp dealers throughout the country can supply
themselves on application to
CHARLES V JOSE. Mb Fore St., Portland.
ec$8
Agent for State of Maine.

---

■a

Non-reporting Conscript*.

1'he List of

THE DAILY PRESS.

The list of drafted men who fail to report
PORTLAND MAINE
to the Provost Marshal's office, is required to
be published with three insertions, in a public
Saturday Morning, November “, 1803.
j newspaper. The list was inserted first Thursday morning, and not knowing that any alterations were to be made, we worked off in adrhe circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than that of any other daily in the city.
vance the outside impressions of our paper
containing the list, not only for Friday but
Trn«».—*8.00 a year if paid within three months
from the date of subscription, or Si.00 at the end of
also for Monday, iu order to allow the press
the
■■

■■

..

--•

j

j

■■

--———•

year.

Financial.
One of the most

by

surprising facts developed
capacity of the free States

the war, if the
for absorbing the Government debt.

Previous

to I860 ttie securities of the United States were

comparatively unknown by the people of the
North, as Investments were made in them only
in moderate amounts, the debt being small,
and aconsiderable portion being held in foreign
countries.
We can all remember the singular manner
in which the people took hold of the “seven
thirty” loan. Plain people would cautiously
purchase a few of the notes, questioning the
seller closely if they were not about as well as
he could do with Ids money, and generally
ending their remarks with the inference that
if Government was not good, then they did
not know w hat to

bny.

The interest

templed,

but great caution was observed in the investment. The twenty year bonds of 1881 suffered

Fear took hold of the people. The
story theu was, “the government seems to be
hiring considerable money, the bonds will be
cheaper by and by”—“suppose the rebclsshouid
still

more.

Washington”—such

take

was

the strain that

monied men were apt to hear from the masses.
Bull Run knocked them down to 85, and a
twenty year gold principal and interest bond
that had the whole nation pledged for its redemption, would sell nearer ninety than par,
while bank stocks and fancy shares, which
were all dependent on the life of the nation,
and at the mercy of the government without
its resource and wealth, would sell at better
rates.
As the war progressed, men became more
convinced of our strength and ol our ability to
crush the rebellion.
the monied

We think that at the first

were

men

in the main afraid of the

termination of the war, feariug lest the admight fail into the hands of a set

ministration

regardless of honor, who would repudiate its debts.
But Xew York bankers put
of men

their shoulders to the

wheel, and other cities

at once followed.

The loans needed by the Secretary of the

Treasury were speedily arranged; and from
that time, the faith of the nation lias shone out
brighter, and the riches of the nation have constantly poured for our country’s welfare.
The victories in the West and South-west
showed our power; and that power has inspired the hosts of the North. Our manufac-

busy day and night. Honest
rewarded; and when
500,000,000 is called for, we see

tories have been

labor was never so well
the loan of

rapidly it is transferred from the press at
Washington to the pockets of the people. Govhow

ernment loans are now believed in.

A “five

twenty” bond,which pays principal and interest
in coin, it is now evident to all must be good—
1 Hands and houses and mines and quarries have
The employment of troops necessia value.
tated their payment.

The currency of sound
procured in sullicient

local banks could not be

amount, and if it had been possible, the fact
that the notes of many of the hanks would not
be current with the soldiers and their families
in the Eastern States would of itself have dic-

tated some more just and convenient course.
It was a happy provision of the government to
provide for the whole country a circulating
medium uniform in its character and merits:
saving to the W’est thousands of dollars annually in the reduction of their ruinous rates of
exchange on Xew York, and substituting for
their worthless rag money a sound government
note for the payment of which every rod of
their land was

But it was not the

pledged.

intention of the administration to take away
from individuals the banking business of the
country. Accordingly wo find that a law lias
Iteen passed granting to associated capital

privileges, superior in some respects to any
which had been enjoyed by them under a State
charter. And to these National Banks, the
country will look for the issue of notes, based
on government bonds, thus guaranteed by the
whole nation. These notes will have the same
value East and W’est—no one can doubt their
goodness. They can at any time be used in
payment of debts due to the government.
The business of these new bauks a ill be conducted on nearly the same plan as is now pursued by State bauks. They will be made the
depositories of United Stales funds, aud will
act as

loans.

agents in tlie negotiation of any new
Their management is regulated by

laws more severe tiiau our present State laws,
and the public is amply protected, both in deposits and circulation. But there is one bad
feature in the present aspect of atlairs. In the
past, the hanks have—excepting of course in
tuose

time, as far as the bauks
concerned, a resumption of coin payments
might take place to-day. But it would be of
But at the present
are

avail. Banks would lose their metals and
would be obliged to receive their dues in “legal tender”—the specie being rapidly hoarded
or exported. The new law, however, makes
A bank bill is
no mention of a specie basis.
money under this law—it will draw no gold.
If the bank does uot choose to give you coin
for one of their notes, you must make a demand
of the government, and the pledged bonds of
the bank will be sold and you will be paid in
Now we think that this is an
a "greenback.”
Important omission In the law. A bank bill
may be as good as gold and yet it will not pay
no

debt in

England.

Time has shown that

a

solid specie basis Is the best for a nation.
France has followed this policy, even in her

periods of war, to her utmost ability. A resumption of specie payments is looked for by
the

people of this laud;

but the National Bank-

ing I-aw deters the lime to
ture.

a

far indeiluite fu-

*■

The twenty year bonds of the United States
novf sell at an actual premium of near eight
per cent. The Treasury is well tilled. Our
soldiers are promptly paid to Nov. 1. The
duties on the

imports

are

sufficient to meet

the interest on the gold paying bonds. A five
hundred million loan is being rapidly taken

up. Let us contrast this state of affairs with
when
that of the spring and summer of
with an empty Treasury and a ruined credit,
government securities were selling less ninety,

Sscretary of the Treasury was hiring
money “in the streets” of New York at twelve
per cent. Now, the average rate of interest

and the

paid on
cent.

Moans

the entire debt is less than four per
L
_

jyThe original manuscript of the Emancipation Proclamation will be sold in Chicago
for tire benefit of the

Soldier’s Fair.

quill with which it

wrltteu

The

brought S20C
The goose that grew the quill has
was

at auction.
been damned.—(Argus.

There Is a prevailing suspicion that the
writer of the above is only an Illegitimate gos
ling of th« aforesaid “damned” goose.

Lawrence, 21, student,
BRUNSWICK.

KKXKERUXK.

GLOUC

NEW

.Small Isaac F#28, clerk.
NORTH YARMOUTH.

was

ing,

townsmen, to prevent the commission of tho

slightest injustice to any one. In some cases unquestionably, incompetent or careless enrolling
officers were at fault; in more numerous infrom the un-

refusalof

parties to give correct
enrolling officers when
the complexity and delicacy

to the

called upon, while
of the whole business seem to render more or

that

no one can

regret

quite
deeply the occurmistakes, annoying or
are

sure

more

of any errors or
unjust to individuals, thau the Provost Mar-

rence

shal and his corps of attendants.

Coppkkhea.ii Vines.
The deep, inexpressible malignity of a rebel heart is faintly
shadowed forth in the following paragraph,
cut from a treasonable sheet in this vicinity:
President Lincoln is said to have manifested strong
receiving an invitation to attend a meeting in Kaltiinurc, calling to remembrance the fact
that less than three years ago he $air iff to pass
through that city clandestinely.

emotion on

President Lincoln was invited to attend the
great Baltimore Emancipation meeting, but
to

decline,

he

expressed

the

great satisfaction it would afford him to comply, since he remembered how recently he
was compelled to pass that city disguised and

incognito to escape assassination. Intelligent
know.the facts; and no one now doubts
that a deep-laid, hellish plan had been concocted, under the auspices of the “K. G. C.” to
have the Presidentelect barbarously murdered
as he passed through Baltimore, in order that
conspirators might seize upon and subvert the
Government; and now one of the samegallaut
knights, no doubt ready at that time to take
upon his soul a full share of the responsibility
readers

lor such

a

day morning, was taken to Saco, and upon
discharged. His family connections are of the most respectable character.
EJ” Capt. John L. Swift of Massachusetts,
is to deliver his popular lecture on the operations of Banks’ army on the Mississippi, at
Biddeford on Wednesday evening. We hope
he may be induced to visit this city.
:ar<; ov. Andrew has called a special session of the Massachusetts Legislature, for
Wednesday next. The purpose is probably

work of blood and treason, chuckles
glee over the humiliation to

relation to

secur-

Ey The Union majority in New York is
estimated at from 30,000 to 40,000. Last fall
the democratic majority was about 10,000.
The Legislature will stand, Senate 21 Union
and 11 opposition; Assembly,8-1 Union and44
opposition.
One of the peculiarities with the new
Uuion playing cards is that the pictures are
taken from military life, officers of distinction
taking the place of kings, Ac. The Boston
Traveler suggests that eminent contractors

a physician, and formerly
Gardiner, died at his residence
in tiiat city on the 29th ult., aged 78 years
Dr. M. was a native of Gorham, as we learn

by

of Waterville

College

about 12

It was extinguishstudents without any general

alarm.

jy Among

the articles offered for

a

premi-

Topsham was a tin can of
blueberries, tightly, sealed, and not to be opened.
The examining committee testified
that while they could not express their opinion of their excellence, the completeness of
um

at the fair in

their concealment

was

admirable.

jy The Boston Journal says that Hon.
Josiah Quincy of that city and the recentlyLyndhurst
night of May 21st 1772 the same physician
attemliug their entry into the world. He was
Dr. Joseph Warren who three years afterdeceased Lord

were

botli born on

the

wards fell at Bunker Hill.

such balked assassins

the facilities which will

banded with him

the President of the
to evade

people’s choice, in

order

their diabolical trap and to cheat
The fate of

live despised,

is

easily imagined;

not slumber; they will
die unwept, and posterity will

their damnation

deeply

forced

will

chisel the word “Traitor"

upon their

tombstones.
Letter from the State Capital.

Augusta, Xov. 6,

1863.

To the Editor of the Pm a:
The disastrous troubles which have been

rife in the 8th Uegiuient for several months
past are at length likely to end. Governor
Coburn has just received from Washington an
official copy of the following communication:
Wab Df.p'tm'nt, Ai>j. Gen'ls Office, I
Washington, D. C., Nov. 2,1863. (
M(\jor General (J. A. Gilmore, Com’d'g De-

partment

of the South, Hilton Head, S. C.
General: 1 am directed by the Secretary
of War to inform you that upon a review of
the case of Colouel J. 1). Bust, 8th Maine Volunteers, it is decided that no further action
will be taken, ami that this officer is hereby
restored to his command.
1 ain, General, very
respectfully,
Your obed’t serv't, Tbos. M. Vincent,
Assistant Adjutaut General.
A great many recruiting papers have been

Issued for enlisting the quota of the State under the late call, and enlistments are coming
in at a very satislactory rate. There is no
doubt entertained here but that the whole
number will be raised without the necessity of
resorting to a draft.
Official notice 1ms been received of the discharge ol Captain George L. Whitmore, Co. C,
16th regiment.
Yours truly,
Helios.
Death of (Jen. Blknkkr.
Brig.Gen.
Louis Blenker died on Saturday last at his residence in New Jersey, aged 51 years. Gen.
B. was a native of the city of Worms, and a
—

jeweler by trade. He served in the Bavariau
legion under King Otlio, of Greece. In the
revolution of 1848 he commanded the National Guard at Worms and won two victories
over bodies of Baden troops.
He served under Sigel a part of the time during the revolutionary movements. He was afterwards forced
to take refuge in Switzerland and finally to
come thence to this country, and
bought a
farm in Bocklaud couuty, N. Y. When our
rebellion broke out he raised a German regiment, known as the 8th N. Y. volunteers, and
was appointed colonel.
At the battle of Bull
Bun he commanded a brigade of the reserves
and did

good

service in

covering

the retreat

scattered forces. He was soon made
Brigadier General aud had command of a diHe served for a
vision of German troops.
time under Gen. Fremont and was at tha battle of Cross Keys.

of

our

be -riven for stood

dwellings, will do much to help the enterprise.
£y A private despatch lias been received
iu Bath, as we learn from the Time9, announcing the deatli of (.'apt. A. C. Richards, of the
19th Maine regiment. He was at the time of
his enlistment teacher in the lower grammar
school in that city, and was held iu high es-

by all who had the pleasure of his acquaintance. He died at Washington.
;y Charles K. Ellet, the heroic commander of the Marine Brigade, which has done
such noble service on the Mississippi, died suiS
deuly at Bunker Hill, Illinois, on the 29th ult.
teem

The deceased was

a

son

a
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Saturday.November

MARINE
POItT

going

to

Nov.

TuThSAwtf

2,1863.

Will you call upon Dr. PACKER, and hear
what he has to say about your case. He is now located on the Corner of Congress aud Chestnut Sts.
Office Hours—From 10 to 121 A. M; from 2 to 5.
nov2-lw
aud front 7 to 9 P. M.

Gowkll 4 Morrell have just received their
FALL 8TOC K of DRY GOODS, ami are prepared
to show the public one of the best selected stocks in
the

city,

Call

Ey The N. Y. Herald says, “New York
yesterday as she voted iu our last November election, for a vigorous prosecution of

at the lowest

and

see.

prices for CASH,

ou

delivery.

129 Middle Street.

Parsons' Celebrated

This was the issue upon which Gov.

Seymour succeeded, and this is the issue upon
which he and his party have been defeated.
His associations and sympathies with such intolerant ami intolerable copperhead peace
men as Thomas II. Seymour of Connecticut,
Bradbury of Maine and Vallandighain of Ohio>
|
were too strong against him and his party to
j
be neutralised or palliated by the enforced

:y The editor of the Biddeford Journal
hits been on a cruise to the Newichawonock
river, which takiug its rise near Bonuey Big,
flows through the village of North Berwick,

OF

PORTLAND.
«.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Potomac, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer Moutreal, Prince. Boston.
Steamer New England, Field, lui St John NB via
Kustport lor Boston.
Steamer Harvest Moon. Roix. Bangor.
Bark O B Hamilton, Soule. Cardona'* 12th ult.
Brig 1* R Curtis. Tucker, Phiiadeiphia.
Brig Henry Leeds. Smith. Philadelphia.
Sch J R Mather, Orr, Baltimore.
Soli IIattic Rom, Poland, Philadelphia.
Sell Amy Wooster, Larkins, Philadelphia.
Sell War Steed, Cash, Albany.
Sch J W Uine, Munson, Albany.
Sell Union, Pendleton. New York.
Sch Caniina, French, Bangor for New York.
CLEARED.
Sch Jcrusha Baker, Barbenck, Boston—W New*
hall.

A

<

onimeucinx vvitl:

Hall,

r

GRAND

with

,1. B.

ton. with a cargo of cement, arrived at Newport 5th
inst with loss of foremast, maiutopmast, sails and
rigging. But little damage to cargo.
Ship Donati, Gregory, from New York for San
Francisco, was abandoned at sea Aug 6, in lat 58 IS
S, lou t»8 40 W. The captain aud crew were takcu
otr bv ship Commodore, from Boston, and arrived at
San Fianci?eo loth ult. The Douati had six feet of
water iu her when the crew left aud was settling very fast.
ship Benj Adams, Chase, fm St John NB for Liverpool, put into New York 5th, in distress, haviug
sprung a leak.
Brig Leonard Berry, at New York from Guantanamo, was 12 days north of liatteras, with strong
westerly winds; lost and split sails, Ac; also lost two
hhds molasses oil deck.
Bark Sarah A Nickels, Nickels, at New York from
Cardenas, had very heavy weather ou the passage;
lost aud split sails, Ac.

:

NEW 1 ORK—Ar 4th,ships
Londou ; Continental. Johnson, Calcutta; bark Nabob, Thurston, Manila: Sarah A Nickels, Nickels,
Cardenas; brig Leonard Berry. Cuantcuauio.
Ar 6th. bark Mustang, Clemens, uu New Orleaus;
brig Anna D Jordan, (Br) Partridge. Havana.
Cld 5th. ships Atmosphere. (Br) Freemau. Liverpool; Pacific. Morgan, aud Chase. FM wards. New
Orleans; bark Texas, Horton. New Orleaus; schs
Abbic Bradford, Freemau, Miragoaue; T R Ham-

eodtf

(retails only

Gough Gandy

package,)for the cure of llron•
chit i a, H 'urserunA, Couf/ht, Cot Am, aud iritationof
the Throat. Being wholly free from all disagreeable
taste, it is peculiarly adapted to the above diseases in
Children as well as adults. Prepared by Short 4
Waterhouse, Apothecaries, corner of Free and
Middle streets, Portland, Me. The highest testimonini* can ho given of the superior qualities of this excelleut Cough Remedy, For sale by all Druggists.
12 cb per

Portland, Oct. 27. 18*33.

3mcd4wreow

A Bad Breath—-The greatest Curse the human
d
family is heir to. How many lovers it lias
Ij —how inatiy friends forever' parted. The separate
subject is
| too delicate: your nearest friend will not mention it,
) aud you are ignorant Ot the fact yourself. To effect
a radical cun*, use t!ie "HALM fit'A
THOl’SAXD
i FLOtVKttS" as a dentritico night and morning. It
also beautitics the complexion, removing all tan,
and freckles, leaving the skin soft and white.
|
Price 60 oents. t or sale by li. H. Hay. agout lor

atfording ample water power for several small
mills and the larger one owned by the North j
Berwick Company, which mill was built last !
year upon the site of the one destroyed by fire J
two years ago. It is of brick, 41 x 120 feet, j
four stories high, and cost ?2t>,000. It is de- !
voted to the manufacture of woolcu goods,
blankets and flannels, though now the Company make only indigo blue mixed twills, and
plain white cotton warps, and on these employ thirty broad looms.

pimples

Maine, aud all druggists.

augl3cod4co\v8m*

CCRFi FOR CATARRU,—Du. Wadsworth’s
DHY Cl* is a certain remedy for this loathsome
disease. There is no mistake about this. The Dry
l'p has cured thousands of case* ot Catarrh, ami the
sale* of the article is constantly increasing. A word
to the wise is sufficient, l or Kale by the proprietor,
11. H. BURRING LON, Providence, R. I. Al.-oby
11. II. HAY. Druggist, Agent for Portland.
oct31 eodfcwthn

....

......

Ar Mil. ship Pepper el I, irora Buenos Ayres.
FA LI. Itl VKK—Ar 5th, sch Julia Newell, Cushing,
Baltimore.
HOLMES’S HOLE —Ar 4th, schs Ocean Belle,
Wass. Philadelphia for Boston; Eliza litis. Ryder,
Roudout for do; Otis. Ames, uud Gentile, Getchell,
New York fbr do; Martha Maria, Norwood, Philadelphia for Lyuu; AKpuzer, Walts, do for New bury-

:

port.
HOLMES'S HOLE—Sid 4th. brigs Mary Means,
Tibbetts: Princeton, Wells; J Means, Wells; Kurus,
Parsons, and Ambrose Light, Stahl, Philadelphia for
Boston; lleurv Leeds, Smith, and 1* R Curtis, Tuckor, do for Portland: schs G W Carpenter, Kdmouds,
Philadelphia for Boston; G W Snow, Ha^kt-ll, Eliza*
bethport fordo.
Sid 5th. schs I.uey Ames. Wallace, Perth Ainboy
for Boston; K Bulwiukle, French. Roudout for do;
Medford. Hopkins. New * ork for Portland.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 6th. sch Laurel, McFarland,
Sullivan; Volant. Butler, Eli/.abethport.
BOSTON—Ar6th, brig Adeluia, Somes. Roudout;
schs C W Dvcr, Pierce, Tangier; E J Talbot, Amesbury, Philadelphia; R Bulwiukle. French. PhiladelAvon, Carver, Elizabothport:
Lucy Ames,
phia:
Wallace. Perth Amboy; M S Partridge, Hix, Sratsburg NY; Bengal, Hix, Roudout.
Ar Mb, brigs Sea Foain.t oombs: Geo Amos.Shute,
Philadelphia; Abner Taylor, Duller, Eli/abetbport;
Forest State, llarrimttn.'do; Cosmos, Talbot, Rondout: schs.I Bliss. Hatch. Philadelphia: Delaware.
Jackson, F.li/abethport; Harbinger, Ryder, and A J
Horton. Browu. do; Statesman, ( lurk, aud Galotta,
Bacon, do; L II Nash, Crowley, and Kate Walker,
Gullifer, do: Antietam. Lious, and Mariel, Tarbox,
do; New Glob*-. Wentworth and Acklam, Hutchins, do; Cora, Kelley, New York; Protection, Nutter. MnchiaBelow. ships Susan lliuks, S (i Glover, and Golconda. from Calcutta; barks Laconia. Champion,
and S W Holbrook, from Baltimore; brigs A Lawrence, New Globe.Minnie Miller, 11 Meaus, J Mcaus,
Mary Cleans. Ambrose Light, and Pr.noeton.
Cld Mil, brig Lillian. Swa-ey, Gonaivos; schs Solon, Boardtnaii, Camden; Maine, Williams, Bath;
Alice. Hill. Saco.
SALEM—Ar 4th. sch l’heiiix, Henley, Elizabethport.
Ar 6th. sch- Searsville. Seu Ranger, and Wm Wallace. uu>l Hattie Coombs, from Philadelphia; City
Point. Elizabcthport lor Bus-ton, (with sails split);
Morning Mar, Hampden.
NEWBl'RY PORT—Ar itli, sch Couvov, Merrill,

Philadelphia.
sid

4th, brig Newburv, (new.

Chcrrylitld,

tou?) Taylor, lor

to load for New Orleans.

FOREIGN FORTS.
At Malaga 17th ult, bark l auuio Hamilton, Dyer,
for New York soon; brig Admiral, Small, Horn New
Y’ork, to load for San Francisco.
At Gibraltar hth nit, lark Laura, J ml kins, from

Malaga for Philadelphia.
At Cronstadt liuji ult, bark Telegraph, Giles, for
New York soon.
Sailed from llelvoct 15th ult, ship II B Wright,
Park, Newcastle.
Ar at Callao 11th ult. ships Web foot. Hedge, from
Melbourne; 13th, Trimountaiu, Held. Hu Sau Trail-

cisco.

Slil 3d ult, ship Golden Stale, Delano. « ones, Geo
Griswold. lVtteugill. Ilmre
At Fay&I 8th ult. ship Morrlinac, Woods. Hu Liver*
pool for Boston, would commence ic loading him
few days.
Ar at Aspinwall 21st

Baugor.

ult, lulg Suwanoe. i4iiiib, Hn

3d lust, ship Aigo. Ballard,
Martha, King, do.
^^Consumption and Catarrh, amt all diseases ol
SPOKE*.
the t hroat aud Luugs,*ucce*„ful|y treated by Inhalation.
Oct 2o, lu PM. ofT Tuskar, ship Anuada, Jettrey,
By ( Mbitse. M. D.,
aul8 62 cod
Corner Smith aud CongrMI gts.
Hum
i
Liverpool for Calcutta.
Ar
ton;

at

St John NB

Bos-

FOLLOW* ;

Hub—Row—Almond—
t’oaiiihor— RudiIbo-lltmey—and Genuine Cutilo

ttne—Jockey^?7ub—k'V
Lmy-rSr A

e«Tf,.cbo.,ly_Mu.k-Kw-fLd
'47u ’-“d

o

"m™*

*

BBUSILES—Cloth©* —H*ir—Nail-Teeth—»nsi In
imnt—In Rubber, BulTo and
Wood-a ur is’
"5*
•ortmcut.

MAXAOER*.

Phillip*,

AS

EXTRAOT3 fop th9 HindkArphiaf
Blooming Oreus, very

FANCY-DRESS BALL!
W. XV.

PART,

pfl'in ^tS»k"7!f?key

8oi»p.

a

Kacklyft

F. G. Rich,

of

Silvir”nlli'~<i!yc.l;ri,,e
B ber*

Course Tickets good for the
opening and closiua
La
Arrangement* are already made to secure one
of the richest aud most complete assort m.-nt of
Kaucv
7
Dresses ever belore used at a Fa key Drew* Ball.
.J. H. Burberick,
G. W. True,

Congress Street.
I.arse Aaaorlment
IX

°°A

autb, omi continuing every TUESDAY

tli<>leafier, closing

AT

Fresli Toilet Goods!

a

BALL
! O-FL^KTO
On Tli:tiik*giviiig
Night,

Fuff Boxes. Toilet

Powders, Hair
Pomades, Dressings nud Dyes,

XV. K. Rhodes.
D If. CHANDLER, Prompter.
Music by Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band.
Ticket* to the course. .*4 <i0
to first half... 2.00
to Thanksgiving Ball,.
i qo
to single Assembly.
75
checked free of expense.
JSrClothlng
Tickets for sale by the Managers: also at Paine’s
Music 8tore, aud at Kobiuson's, under Lancaster
Hall.
novT eodtd
Hr MR.

UBEAT VARIETY.

A

mbk. hu, win i» ivnicuu.

•*

**

L-

I.

A.

saponifib nj

a course

LYE.

of

ASSEMBLIES,

Wednesday Evening,

Nov.

-AT-

LANCASTER

Family Soap-Maker.

11, ’03,

ECONOMY!

HALL.

Every family can

Patrick Tobin,

McMaiu,
John

KXTS.
Thomas

Kerrey,

William

FLOOR

MANAGERS.

John McKeuey.

Doyle,

J.

Parker,

Dyer.

cans,

BANK

fCA 8HAILES Casco Bank 8tock.
Vv/ 40
Manufacturer* k Trader*.
40
Hank of Cumberland,
lo
Canal.
10
International.
30
Merchants.
**
5
Mechanic*.
&D0 State of Maine Bond*
5000 At. k St. Lawrence K. K Bonds
*•

*'

••

HEATH, City Clerk.

uovClwed

-AT Till.-

NEW KITCHEN WKREHOUSE,
skates; Coasting Sleds, fcc.

our

LANE & TOLMAN,
4 Free Street.

place

PARKS HOI SE.
" hen you
house,

>

isit

Boston, go to th. PARKS

(Norfolk Avenue,) 187 Washington St.,
It has recently bceu enlarged. Von will dud
good
room* and a uulot house for ladies aud gentlemen,
or the business man. and prices reasouabTe.
JOHN A PARKS. Agent.
Formerly Proprietor of the Marlboro’ Hotel.
Boston, Nov. 5, 1863.
novT dWfcSfcwgm

A Rare Chance for Seamen!
Seamen desirous of
in the Navy,
can do so by applying at Naval Rendezvous,foot
ot Exchange street.
This will prescut a Hue chance for stwmen to obtain prize money. On enlisting, each seaman receives two months advance, aud will be enabled to
avoid all expense* bv immediately going on board
after “hipping. Enlistment* required for one or
three vears.
I*. S. Sloop of War “/no," I
November 5th, 1863.
uovodu

TUE
FREEMAN fc

AB’SLO. HILDRETH.
novT dot
a_.

Oatmeal.
“4 A BARRELS superior f.esh giouud
XU Oatmeal, for sale bv
LEORlE H. STARR.
No. 30

Portland, November*, 1363.

j

Canada

For Sale at a It it nr u in.
That t^tleudid. modern built, three-story
dia
■j*lj House, No. 486 Congress street, now occupied

Exchange Street.

dlw

by Jefferson Cooiedge, Esq., containing 12
finished room*. A good stable is connected with
the house. Hard aud sett water in abundance
If
not sold previous to the 25th lost., it will be sold at
auction.
For imrticular* enquire of J. M. KNIGHT, 434
State street, or KNIGHT k FKOST. No. 2 Lime
street.
dSw"
Portland, Nor. 6,1863.

Mackerel.
A BARRELS Medium No. 3 Mackerel, for
X.*J\J sale by
LEO. II. STARR.
No. 3J Exchange Street.
Portland, November 7,1963.
dlw
3

Picked up Adrift.
a two masted PLKASl'RE BOAT.—
have the same by protiug own*
payiug charges. Apple fo
uov9 dSt*
MANSON SCOTT, Hog Island

>J'OV.Cth.
\ The

owner can

errhip

enlisting

ALL

CO., for the purpose of carrying on
Btack.'inithiny attil Sh iptr.ri at No. 43 Com*
meroialStreet.
DANIEL FREEMAN,
Portland, Sept. 3d, 1363.

lay

s.A.i

Copartnership Mutter.
undersigned have this day formed a copart.
nership under the name and sty le of DANIEL

--

KNIGHT &■ FROSTj

and

Produce and

Country
STATE

OF

I*. WOOD

street.
And the Joint Standing Committee of the Chy
Council on laying out new streets, in
pursuance of
an order ot the City Council
passed on tne second day
of November, will meet for said purpose on Friday,
the 13th day of November, at 3 o'clock in the afteruoon. at the westerly termiuus of Chestnut street,
of beginning, and tbeu and there proceed
the
to view and
out said uew street.
All person* interested will take notice and govern
themselves accordingly.
Given under our bauds this 5th day of November,
A. D 1963.
JACOB Mi LEI.LAN,
STEVENS SMITH.
(
WM. II. STEWAKT.
8AM L WATERHOUSE
New Strwt*.
CYRUS K. LADD,
JSO. D. SNOWMAN,
nov6 td

extensive

of Wooden and Willow
AxWare, DoorAssortment
Mats and Hugs. Also Ladies' and
Invited toexamine

WM

westerly terminus of Chestnut street, and continuing to Preble street—to be a continuation of Lincoln

NO. 4 FREE STREET,

are

By

CITY OF PORTLAND.
is hereby given, that it U the intention
I
>NOTICE
of the City Council to lay oat a new street or
public way for the use of the city—beginning at the

JUST RECEIVED

Lentlcmen aud Ladies
Kitchen Furniture.
novT dlw*

STOCK

For Sale.

J. M. IIEATH, City Clerk.
J. M.

the

can.

heard thereon.

Attest

by

For sale in Portland by
novfidkwisom
W. P. PHILLIPS.

Aldkrvi n, |

November G. I?i63.
j
On the petition of Mimd.
Kuim-ry L Burnham,
for Iicenoe to erect and use a steam
engine aud boilers in their
buildiugs on Frauklin street, near Commercial street;
Order'd, That Saturday, the 21»t day of November inst., at 4 o'clock F. M., at the Aldermen’s
Koom, be assigned a* the time and place for the consideration of said petition, and tliat said
applicants
give notice thereof by publishing this order in one
of the daily papers of this city lour times, the first
publication to be at least fourteen days beforehand,
that all persons interested may be preseut and be

novT

from waste

PENNSYLVANIA 8ALT-HAN V PACT VEIN O
CO.. Patentees and sole Manutactnrers.
Beware or Counterfeits: Be sure you buy! be inoa

nov7dtd

Copy Attest:

Soap

notice.
The genuine Saponiller is only put up in 1-lb. tram

CITY OF PORTLAND,
and

make iti own

iro>" can.

P. E. Mullowur.

Daley.

Tickets for the course, *1.50: Single Tickets, 75cts.
To be had of the Committee of Arrangements and
at the door.
Doors open at 7 o’clock. Dancing
to commence at 8 o'clock.
Music by Chandler's

In Board or Mayor

ECONOMY!

kitchen crease at a coat of only four cents
per
pound with Saponifier, which is thrrt ii»,et th*
urtngtk uf P»ta*h.
IT"Bull directions accompany each oue ^
pound

COMMITTEE OF A UR A NO EM

James

CON CEN TRATEL»

OR

A.

_B.

This association will give

THREE

H.
TITOOMB,
373 Congress Street.

noi3i-odis2w

A N Cl N G

Lents'

DISASTERS.
Sch N Berry, of Rockland, from Rondout for Bos-

the

Portland, Sept. 3,1868.

Albany platform.”

of

ASSEMBLIES,

Xianoastor

7.

NEWS.

Friday.Noiruibrr

..........

may have a choice of routes at the lowest rates of
fare, aud obtain all needful information.

graphic

see-saw

a course

ilECEIVED

TITOOMB’S DRUG STORE,
373

-AT-

Sun rises.6.40 I High water, (a in).... 7.15
Sun sets.4.47 | Length of days.10.07

__

West, South, or NorthWest, procure Through Ticket* at LiTTrx’s Union
Ticket office. No. 31 Exchange Street, where you
3‘ou are

witnessed.”

resolutions of Dean Richmond's

to atiuounce

Band.

MIMA Tl RE ALMANAC.

NOTICES.

voted

war

—

Dr.J.W. Kelley Will be in attendance at bit
Medical Office, 214 Congress street, opposite the Uuiversalist Church, to give aJvic and prescribe in all
forms of disease, Tuesday aud Wednesday, the 10th
aud 11th ol November. TUp tick are* invited to call.
nov7 d4 w 1 w
Ad vice free.

dor) was thrown from his wagon but was not
seriously injured. Mr. II. li. liiadstreet was
knocked down. A wagon belonging to Mr.
Clark, of Plttston, was smashed. The editor
of the Journal says, “take it all in all, it was
the most exciting display of the exploits of

the war.

Cardenas. Bark C B Hamilton
423 lihds molas40 tres do, to Chase Bros k Co; 40.000 cigars, to
Guo S Hunt.

Mint:.

I_

sudden accident in that city ocMr. Dexter
casioned by a runaway horse.
Whitman’s wagon was smashed and ills horse
drowned. Mr. W. E. S. Whitman (Toby Can-

we ever

SIX

P. 8.

ses.

dec22dly

tion.

a

horse-flesh

ASSEflRUES

be# leave

James McMaiu,

_IMPORTS.

See a woman in another column picking Sambuc
Gram**, tor Speer's Wine. It is an admirable article
nsed in hospitals,and by the iirst lamilics in Paris
London and New York, iu preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial,as it gives great sat isfac

of the late Col. Chas.

gy The Gardiner Journal gives

I N ION

GOODN!

JUST

flu*

MAINE.

ComiuKsiou

MERCHANTS,
-DKALKCSIV-

Butter, Eggs, Beans, Potatoes, Be.
No. 2 LIME STEEET.Portland, Me.

|

nov2dtf

knight,

a. d.

UNITED

v.

A.rioar.

STATES

PHARMACOPOEIA.

Plymouth'Kock.Spear,

Ellet, of Philadelphia, one of the ablest civil
engineers of his time. Both father and son
have given their lives to tlieir country.
account of

In York, Oct. 27, Mrs Elizabeth B.t wife of Dan’l
McIntyre, aged 36 years 9 mouths.
In North Shapleigh, Oct. 15, John
Hurgrui cs, F>*i
aged 72 years.
In Shapleigh, Oct. 25. Mr. Isaiah Boston,
aged 70.
In Skowbegan, Oct. 28, Mrs.-Jewett, aged 92.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
8AN FRANCISCO—Sailed 3d lust, ship Young
America. Jones. Liverpool.
around Mauch Chunk. Four men, it is reAr 8th ult. barks Trieste. So wall, Remedies 145
ported, were killed last evening, including Mr. days; Oak Hill, Mitchell, Teekalet.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, brig Birchard A Torrey,
Smith, of the firm of Hill, Corrcll A Co., of
Haskell, Boston; sch Corvo. Holbrook, New York.
this city. Gov. Curtin, it is stated, has been
Ar iu Hampton Roads 25th ult, brig Webster Keltelegraphed to for troops to quell the disturb- 1 ley,Kelley, Key West for Philadelphia; sclis J Stone,
ance.
Hill, Correll A Co. have received a dis- Freeman. Portland lor Baltimore; Christiana,Driukpatch that Mr. Smith was shot dead by 1 lie water, Portlaud for Baltimore; Lookout, Foster, fm
Baltimore for Portland; RA Baker, Knight, Portrioters. Mr. t’lrich, a storekeeper, was also
laud lor Baltimore; Everett, do ior do; Geo Washfired at by the rioters and wounded.
ington. Bangor for Washington; 26th, J R Mather,
Orr. Baltimore for Portland; 27th. brigs Alice Lee,
York. Philadelphia for Alexandria: Jas Crosby. ParExecution of a Murderer.
ker, Georgetown for New York ; Win Nickels. Brett,
for do; sclis Raven. Rose, liucksport for
Baltimore
Nov.
l>.
Lenox, Mass.,
A special dispatch to the Boston Journal | Washington; W A Crocker, Pierce. New York tor
Fortress Monroe, (and sailed from the tort for Tansays: ••James Callendar, the murderer of the j gier); Jenny Morton. Ainsworth, fin Rockland lor
wife aud two children of George Jones, iu j Washington; Louisa Dyer, Jameson. New York for
Henrietta. Jones, Valais for Alexandria, (and
Otis, on the Till of September, lstki, was hung !I do:
sailed 80th): 28th, tclis Jnlia Newell, Cushing, Baltiat the Berskshire county jail in this town tomore for 1-all River; .Shooting Star. Marshall, Calais
day at half-past ten o'clock. On the gallows for Washington, (aud both sailed 24th); 29th, Joseph
he made some remarks, saying that his lather
Long, Childs. Bangor for Alexandria: Corvo, Holbrook. New York tor Baltimore, (and all sld 3lst);
got him into the scrape, and that he murdered
30th,
brig Ocean Wave, Rollins, Easy Bay, (aud sld
Ilis
the mother, and his father the children.
31 st for the Kennebec.)
father was present, and also the husband and
PH I LA DELPHI A-Ar 3d. bark Hunter, York,
Glace Bay CB.
brother of Mrs. Jones.”
Ar 4th, brig Isabella Jewett, >uow, Bermuda; sch
G W Lewis, Nason. Proviucetown.
Cld 31. brig Triad. Mitchell, Boston.
Maryland election.
Ar 4th. bark Edwin,
Lindsey, New Orleans; brig
New Yoke, Nov. <».
Isabella Jewett, 8no\v, Bermuda; sch Pioueer, TapIt is believed tlmt Cresswell, the emancipaley. Portsmouth.
Old 4th. barks John Carver, Carver, New Orleans;
tionist, lias beaten Cliristield, a conservative
D Nickels, Colson, Boston; brigs Rolling Wave,Colin the llrst district of Maryland. The Conlins. for New Orleans; Triudelen. Havener, Boston;
gressional delegation will probably stand four Vincennes, Hodgdon, Newburyport; schs U Neal,
Houghton. East port; R Beals. Smith, Lynn.
emancipationists to one conservative.

'fucsday night.

the

util

Manajit-r, of

-fOMMEMIRQ—

The Enquirer and Bulletin of this city have
reports of a terrible riot in the coal regions

The Lewiston Journal says.a Are was
discovered in one of the rooms of the South

car*

ed

I

1 ho

NEW

-nr the-

DIED.

FHII.AUEI.riII A, Nov. li.

them of their intended victim.

which lie and those

th<- J'rnnsi/tcaniii

from the Journal.

ir The Kennebec Journal says that people
in that section are talking abont a horse railroad between Augusta and Gardiner. It is
thought that the Improvement in the prices of
real estate on some portions of the rout, by

with fiendish

Riot in

is

m

I>

city, Nov. 5, by Dr. Wright, Crosbv K.
Biddeford, and Miss Hannah M. Pilpot, of
Waterboro.
Jti Hampden, Nov. 5. by Rev. J. K. Masou, Lewis
I. Brown and Miss Mellie Abbott, both of
Hampden. I No cards.]

Treat-

The Herald prints an
a
rebel Commissary General to the rebel Secretary of War, in which he intimates the prospect of a famine consequent upon the refusal
of rebel plauters to grow corn, Ac., and urges
adoption ol the plan proposed by Gen. Bragg
to seize all the plantations and plant wheat,
corn, Ac.
A returned prisoner, in a communication to
the Times, details an account of the horrible
sufferings of our boys there, consequent upon
the barbarities of the rebel officers and soldiers in charge, and strongiy urges retaliation
to prevent further cruelties.

MISCtUAWEOUS.

^TMHSliipi BiU!J

In this
Smith, of

York, Nov. (i.
intercepted letter of

known ns

ou

IMA Illtl ED.

New

Postmaster of

building

honest, standard old Cocoh Remedy, made
in Vermont, has been used with entire success lor
thirty-three years. It is warranted as usual for
Coughs, Colds, H'hooping Cough. Croup, Asthma,
and all diseases of the Throat, Chest and Lungs,
und all diseases tending to Consumption.
We have testimonials fVom many of the best physicians and gentlemen of standing, among whom we
mention the Hon. Paul Dillingham, Lieut. Gov. of
Vermont; Hon. Bates Turner, late Judge of the Supremo Court of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,
Brigade Surgeon U. S. Army.
JOHN F. HENRY k CO., Proprietor*,
Successors to N. II. Downs,
Waterbuut, Vt.
1 IT* ’rice 25 cents, 50 cents, ami £1 per bottle.
II. H. Hay and J. W. Perkins It Co.. Portland,
Me., wholesale agents for Maiue.
oc5 ed&ewffw*
This

Our loss

Jlebel Letter—Ha rbarotts
tnent of Federal Prisoners.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

V. ening

N. E. Downs’s Vegetable Balsamic Elixir.

nothing.

Intercepted

Dr. Joseph Merrill, M. D., long and fa-

o'clock

wounded.

NEW

Novetnbi

Made from the pure Balsams of f'ermont.

Kapidan.

should sit for the knaves.

vorably

—

though obliged

or

that action may be taken in
ing voluuteers.

JOEL HOW.

|Beware of Counterfeits am! hose imitations,
some of which aer signed "M.” F., instead of L. F.
Atwood.
The root nine is signed L. F. Atwooel, and
as a safeguard against imposition In-arson extra
LAUKL,countersigned // II. HA
Druggist, Fortloud, Mr., sole (leneral Agent.
For sate by respectable dealers in medicine generally.
jyl3 6ineod&w 4

|

From \Yushimjt<m.
New York, Nov. 0.
The Herald’s Washington dispatch says, it
is rumored in military circles here that Gen.
Foster is to relieve Gen. Schenck, who takes
his seat in the next Congress.
The World’s dispatch says:
Nothing further lias been heard from Chattanooga.
At
last advices there was no prospect of any collision between the two armies, and fears of
some flank movements of the rebels into East
Tennessee valley have been abandoned. Our
cavalry was very active in the vicinity of
Chattanooga and up the valley as far as Loudon, the point where Burnsids’s forces came
down.
The Times says the mortality among our
exchanged prisoners at Annapolis.and the too
conclusive testimony of the barbarous usage
of those in itichmond, have determined our
government to apply corrective retaliation ot
the rebel authorities, who do not upon remonstrances Heat our men according to the rules
of war.
The Herald’s Washington dispatch says;—
Yesterday a portion of the army moved down
to the Kappahannock and picketed the river.
There are no rebels this side of the river except a small force of cavalry, who are between
the railroad crossing and Falmouth.
Host of Lee's army is believed to be near
Culpepper. The impression prevails that the
rebels will not make any stand this side of the

examination

been indefatigable in their efforts to guard
against such tilings, and have taken every
reasonable precaution, by questioning selectmen and other persons presumed to be well
posted In relation to the names of their own

We

three killed and several

was

\\ lmlham, whose
arrest was mentioned in the Press of Thurs-

to outsiders to be no reasonable excuse, yet
the Provost Marshal and his subordinates have

tin- I'otoauic.

Washington.
Gen. Kilpatrick went on a reconnoissance
yesterday, and when four miles (bis side of
Jiartwood’s Church struck the rebel picket
line, which they drove in a short distance,
when a small body of them dismounted and
awaited our further advance. A squadron of
Michigan cavalry dislodged them,and followed
them to Falmouth, where the Michigan hoys
were repulsed; but the remainder of the
Michigan Brigade came to their support, and
the rebels, after half an hour’s skirmishing,
were driven across the river, witli the loss of

large numbers and it is now believed that the
quota will be tilled by volunteers.

while in one instance at least there would seem

stances difficulties have arisen

men

out the State of Illinois icport that volunteers
under the last call are coming forward in

as we are upon tins matter we may as well
say. that while a few errors have been discovered in the list that has been published, and

irrny of

anxious to dasli over the fords and re-enact
those gallant deeds at Brandy Station. From
indications, however, which seldom fail, it is
whispered this evening that this proposed inactivity will be of but short continuance. Before this reaches you, in all probability, both
cavalry and inlantry will again be in motion,
and not in the direction of the defenses of

discovered in the upper part of the buildwhich burned through the roof, as we

Ery-Ur. W. 1. Smith

Hu-

f'OIW

are

yo en. Pemberton says the city of Vicksburg was not surrendered for the want of provisions but because the men, 18/100 in number
wereutrerly exhausted and could not lie made
to perform their duty acceptably any longer.
£y.\ Memphis dispatch of the 20th ult.
reports that Second Lieut. Orr, Co, F, 21st
Maine, was accidentally killed while relieving
pickets the night previous three miles from the
city.
jgyThe various recruiting offices through-

Noyes

Havovbr, Me., Oct. 1,186ft.
bear Sir
I haw* used L. F'. Atwood's Bitters
for some 10or If, years. I have tried a great number
of medicines for Dyspepsia.but without effect. These
Bitters are the only remedy that have ever relieved
me of this distressing complaint.
My neighbors
have also beeu great !\ benelitted by the use of them.

Fessenden, whose division Generals are impatient at being held so tightly in the lash and

learn from the Oxford Democrat.

Libby’s

less errors unavoidable.

house of

a

y T he steam saw mill at Bethel narrowly escaped beiug burned down last week. Fire

Boyd

willingness or

says many persons write
to be cor-

side.

Burns Amos P, 28, laborer,44 Portland st.
Brackett .lame- A. 22, clerk, 30 Spring *t.
Bell Jacob C, seaman, 229 Fore «t.
Conley John W. 26, plasterer, Tukesbury Ct.
Cushman Cornelius, 22, laborer, Cumb. st.
Conley George E, 23, seaman, 2 Locust st.
Catiin Robert G, 36, laborer, 22 Salem st.
Crocker Edward 1>, 27. merchant, 40 Bracket st.
Darling Tobias, 2b, seaman. 59, Fore st.
Devine Anthony, 34, laborer. 261 Forest.
Dyer BcnJ. B, 2b, laborer, Salem st.
Devine Anthony, 21, laborer, Dow st.
Foster James E, 21, blacksmith, Cliesnut st.
Foy Joseph, 26. pointer, 11 Spring st.
Fo’tt ler Richard S, 34. machinist, 76 Clark st.
Fabyan Oliver, 24, laborer, Salem st.
Gordon John, 34. packet. 28 Oxford st.
Gleason John, 31, 26 York st.
Harmon John C, XL blacksmith, 6
st.
Hamilton Robert. 24, laborer, 22 Spring st.
Hainmctt John, 26. oyster inerct, 233 Con. st,
Haskell Samuel, 27, watchmaker.
Littlchalo Isaac M. 25, joiner, 35 Middle st.
aor.
Libby Edmund P. .‘12,
Merrill John W, 28. upholsterer, 37 St. Law. st.
McGowan Michael. 44, laborer, Dow st.
Millikcn Charles, 20, cooper, Libby’s cor.
McCarty Henry, 20, laborer, Fore Pt.
W T. 26, merchant, unknown.
Nolan Sami. B. 34. grocer, 27 Centre st.
Palmer Charles. 25. baker. 242 Congress st.
Quirk Thomas, 20, laborer. 41 North «t.
Ruinscy James B, 44, hackman, Cumberland st.
Richards Daniel, 25, truckman, 20 Salem st.
Rumley Joseph, 43. clerk, 11 Portland st.
8tokes Thomas, 30, laborer, 101 Congress gt.
Sawyer Joel M. 29, painter. Beach st.
Soule Thomas W. 28, sailor.
Tripp Henry, 30, laborer. 94 Bracket st.
Ware John, 20, painter, 97 Federal st.
Ward Daniel, 30, laborer. Monroe st.
York John A, 81, joiner, Turner lane.

IMPEKM.

from Culpepper to the right of
Fredericksburg,
and numbers about :55,<XX) men of ail arms.
The Tribune’s dispatch from the
Army of
the Potomac, dated 4tlt, says the old line of the
Rappahannock,from Amesvilleon the right to
Kelly’s ford on the left, is occupied by Gen.

for Oxford county commences on Tuesday
next. Judge Walton, it is expected will pre-

st.

Oapk Elizabeth. July 1,1803.
During m>• connection with the State Kchool. \6 .1 teacher. I. r. Atwood*- Bitters
weit- introduced there and used with marked success,
particularly in Bilious affect ton?.
Tours. Ac
A. P. IllLLMAN.
•Sir.
lurm S

Lee’s headquarters are at Culpepper.
Deserters report tlmt his army stretches

y The November term of the S. J. Court

PORTLAND.

George M. 32, ward 7.
Itragdon Peter, 43, stone cutter, Silver st.
Broemau Frank A, 32, seaman. 5 Oxford
Berry Richard, 32. printer, 34 Paris st

—n jj.

.Brandy

than Mach ins.

Allen

wim ii ——

X rw York, Xov. ft.
Tin- Tribune's Army of the l’otomac dispatch of the .'it Ii says one full corps of Lee's
army is reported this evening to be encamped
at
Station on the Orange A Alexandria Railroad.
Stuart’s cavalry watch the
lords on the south side of the
Rappahannock.

He was C>3 years of age.

larger number of enterprising business

Gookin Daniel, 34, car-maker.

information

/'

The St. Croix Herald says there is no
town in eastern Maine which can boast ot a

ESTER.

«

has been

y

Berry James, 32, laborer.

hi

fiVEMISti

ffy The trial of Doyle fur the murder of the
Libby girl is progressing before the Court at
Farmington.
jy-Tlie next meeting of the Cumberland
County Temperance Association will Ire held
at Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth, next week.
£y* Mr. Geo. Gay, died very suddenly at
his residence in Gardiner ou Saturday last.

^yAn exchange

ii

-TO 1 HE-

correction.

Samuel, 21, clerk.

Wood side

ZWS’ A new Methodist church
erected in Pembroke.

"i ii

TELEGRAPH

liV

Zj?" Oa the first page —Armory Square
Hospital.
SyThey have skating at Lancaster X. H.

articles and send them to an editor
rected—as if an editor’s office were

BIDDErORD.

times ol violent spasms m the market

which induce temporary suspension—maintained a uniform specie basis. The unusual
experience of war, coupled with a severe drain
of coin from the country, so unsettled the affairs of the country as to compel a suspension.

a

to lie idle to-day for the engineer to put out
his fires aud clean out the boiler. Because of
this fact we publish the following list of persons whose names appear in the other list,
but who, siuce that list was published, have
either reported or been ascertained to be exempt in consequence of being in the service
on the 3d of March:

selected.

ami

original

REVISION OF I860.

Executive Department,
I
Augusta, October 24, 1863. J

< ITIZEK8:
f^ELLOW
JT
The President has

called for 300,00) additional
volunteers, to meet the present aud prospective exigencies of the war.
Of this additional force Maine is expected to ftirui4h her quota, aud she will not disappoint that expectation. Now. a* heretofore, her patriotic men
will respond to the call, and promptly furnish her
full share of the force necessary to vindicate the integrity of our Government, and maintain the supremacy of the laws of the Uuiou.
Our people, with almost entire unaniinitv, have
determined that the present rebellion shall be suppressed. aud that the Uuion which it was designed
to destroy, shall be maintained. For this purpose
thev entered upon the contest, aud to this end they
will persevere until the object be accomplished, aud

until the world shall be satisfied that free men can
endure more, and persevere longer, for the preservation of free government, than cau the most desperate and determined traitors for it* destruction.
The leugth of the conflict is not to be measured by
years, but by eveuts. Treason is to beout f/orru.and
to that end should all the measures of the* Government be subservieut. Great progress ha* already
been made. Two
years ago rebellion was bold, defiant. and apparently successful iu half the territory
of the Union, aud our Natioual Capital was literally
bcsciged by armed traitors. Mucc that time, by the
valor of our arms, they have been expelled from the
part of this territory, and the banners of the
uion now float in tiiumnh o\er more than half the
States which were then claimed as component paits
of their boasted Confederacy.
They now find themselves on the point of strangulation by the closeness with which the arms of the
Union are pressed upon them. Thousands of loyal
men iu the South, who have been awed into submission by their despotism, are now flocking to our

of the above work

received from
A

just
copies
the Publisher*, aud for sale at their price.
FIFTY
isoffered to
aud
good opportunity

Physicians

Apoth-

ecaries to supply themselves with thia necessary and
authoritative work.on national code. Price S1.H0.
11. T. 1TMMINGS. M D
Apothecary and chemist.
432 k 434 Congress Street, Portland.
dlw
Nov. 4. 1363.

SPEARTUEES.

Tho*e in want of Pear Tree*, can find
all the choice rar.etiea recommended by
Preeideut of the Horticultural Society,
J. W ADAMS’NURSERY.
Near Morrill’a Corner.

at

-also-

Hrapc Vines, Currants, and other Fruit Trees.
GARUKX RO YAL Apple Trees

A few

uov3 2wdA

w*A»

FOR SALE.

The Boot, Shoe and Rubber Stock at No.
II Market Square is offered for Sale.

frenter

Shoe aud Rubber
a good paynow
as any one in Port*
(probably as
my cash book will show, that any desirous

price cash Boot,
store In Portland, and
THE
doing
business
well
onlv

|
{
I

standard*.
A little more

pressure, a few more rigorous blow*,
and the work or suppression w ill be accomplished,
and our Uuiou will stand forth in all its former glory. got reconstructed, because not destroyed, but
stronger for the assault which ha* becu made upon
it. These are eucotiraging omeu*.
But the work accomplished has cost immense labor, aud ha* required immeuse resources iu both
men and money.
To sustain our armies w ho have struggled so heroically and successfully, to till their rank* which have
becu reduced
the return of those whose term of
serv oe ha* oxptred, aud tliiuucd by the casualties of
the Held, aud to enable them to hold th* vast territory w hich ha* becu conquered by their \aior.aud to
termination
bring the war to a successful and
more mou are now wanted. Will I nose men bn forthcoming? Who that know> an>thing of the past, or
the patriotism of our
doubt on this point?
1 cauuot. Our people will not wait for any coercive
to call them to duty; all thev desire' to know
power
is, how much additional aid is d sired o! them, and
1 fool full assurance that such aid will be rendered.
1 therefore, with great confidence, call upon the citizeus of this State, a* with one tniud thev have resolved to suppress the rebellion, with united hearts
to
the means necessary to accomplish this

lug
land,

as

one

of purchasing car see.) Butin consequence ot my
lameness I offer a good and well selected stock for
sale at a bargain if applied for soon.
CALEB 9 SMALL.
Nov. 4,1863.
cod&nJw

Slunjoy and Foot OMrr.
Omnibus will leave Hilbert's Store on St. Law
Street aud the Post < >tfice, as follows
Hilbert’s Store.
Post Office.

4 N

re nee

A

m.

r. m.

8.45

12.40

9.06

9.40
10 Jo

1.30
2.15
3.00
3.15
1.30

19.00
11 00
12.00

11.30

by

5.15
6.00

speedy

A.

n.

M.
1.00
1.60

r.

2.36
3.20
4.05
4.90
6 35
6.15

7.00

7.?5
9 30
850
9 15
Fare 5 cents, or Railroad Package Tickets 25 to
Due dollar.
J. J OEKHISH.
Supt, p. k F. A. K M._
_oct26edtf
8.00

people,cau

C urd Pic tures 4

Ambrotypes,

AT LEWIS' NEW GALLERY.

provide

No. 12 Mnrkel Sq., over McCoy’s Ckeay
I he prov Uion for the soldier is most ample. With
Store, nud opp. IT. S. Hotel.
liberal wages, aud a bounty of hundreds of dollar-,
lit ted Up nice new Photograph Rooms,
be can go forth with the insurance that tho-e dewith an ologant skylight, and all the latest impendent upon him will receive all needed support in
Ids absence, and with the consciousness that hi* ef- ! provemrnts, is now prepared to make picture* for
90 DAI S. at prices that will be au inducement to alt
fort* will contribute to the perpetuity of our free
A (’• LEWIS,
institutions, the glory of oor country, and the honor I to sit tbr their photographs.
008 dintneu eodtf
ol her brave defenders. 1 summon, therefore, the
(Late Trask A Lewis.)
loval men of this State to aid in the speedy accomof this work. I call upon the representatives of every clas* to contribute of their Humbert
Al*o, a rertety 01
and their moans. iVraonal effort* ami personal sacSMALL lot Ju»t received.
rifice* are uuworthy consideration*, in comparison
ulhcr brand. Flour, tbr »al« bv
not
these be
with the immense Issues at stake. Bet
W. L. WILSON, «• Coagreee 8t.
I believe that a
oct2- din— eodtf
imperilled through our Inactivity
of
the
Governproper appreciation qf the neves*Mira
ment on the part of the people of ltd* Htate, would
House lo be Lei.
render but a few davs necessary to answer the call
I am loo well acquainted
MA
It KICK HOUSE. .ituatedon corner Spring
of tho President upon us
nflhrt
In
the
I
past, to
H>llj and Winter streets.
with the remits of determined
Bill
AUNBItroHl KN,
A|io yoK SALK, the Furniture la laid
doubt this.
JAMES H BAKKK
t
Governor and
«i«imander-li»-Uhler.
Apply to
1M Comaurvial Stmt
uui l l«r*
•c80 ftHtf

objoet.

HAVING

plishment

CAIRO CITY MILLS FLOUR.

V

__

■

|
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City Affairs.

TOWN.

ABOUT

In Board up Mayor and

Religious Notice 1.
gyn«v_ pr. Mirilug of Caundft

will

«♦

preach

the Third Pariah Church to-morrow
yy The 2d Universal ist Society will hold services
at Uuiou Mall to-morrow afternoon and evening—
services in the evening to commence at 7i o'clock.

Subject in the evening.
Kev H. Ilersev. Pastor.
•Life of Bahab.”
gy Kiiit.-r James Libby will preach in the Second
Advent Hall to-morrow, at the usual hours. All are
invited.

ry*8ermon at Casco Street Church on Sabbath
afternoon by Rev. Dr. Graham, relating to the life,
labors and peaceful exit of the late Dea. Samuel
Small, of this city.
Br-S. J. Fiuucy, Lmj.

of Ohio, will lecture iu Mi
chauio's Hall to-morrow afternoon aud evening, at
3 and 7 o’clock.
Subject—Afternoon, ••Spiritual tendencies of science.” Evening, "The great contest of ideas.”
Conference ut 10^ o'clock.
Sunday

8choolat9Jf
Washingtonian

Society hold
gyTho
every Suuday evening, at Sous of Temperance
35S Congress street, commencing at 7 o'clock.

meetings
Hail,
The
tf

public are invited.
ty Rev. George Bartol, of Lancaster, Mass., will
preach at the 1st Parish to-morrow forencon. Vesper service iu the evening at 7 o'clock.
CT* There v.’ill be a public meeting in behalfof
new <

*

ily
the U. S. Christian Commission, ut the
Hall, on Sunday evening, commencing *t o'clock.
lx
Philadelphia,
Addresses bv lieo. II. Stuart,
j■,'>*
Rev. K C. Itollc,., of this city, and others. A colleclit
tion will be taken in aid of flie Commission.
Temfeuaxck Hall —The Lord williag a Conference will be held at l. iuperttioe Hall, Congress SI.,
bv the Lord's free Mabbalh keepers, commencing
Saturday, Nov. 7th, at 9o'clock A. M., and confiuu.
ing ocer Sunday. Kldcr S. C. Hancock aud others
will be present to preach the word. Toe public are
Invited.

_2t

Supreme Judicial Court.
RICK, .»., PHESIItlXO.
Friday—Iu the case of Wooiluiau

Libby,
reported yesterday, Judge Uice ordered judguient to be entered for piainlill' for 245,05.
In the cross action of Libby v. Woodman
Judge Hice ordered judgment to be entered
for the defendant.

No. 1128. Mary J. Sawyer, Libellant, v.
Greenleaf Sawyer.
Libel for divorce. Divorce decreed. Tiie
questions as to tbe custody of the five children
and alimony were continued.
Howard A Strout. McC'obb & Kingsbury.
No. 403. Nancy Jordan v. Tristram Jordan.
Assumpsit on a note for $50, one for $27, and
account for caslt leut $138.

on an

It was con-

by defend l that tbe cash was a portion
of tbe property of the husband of plaintiff, at

tended

his decease, and was taken possession of by
defendant as Executor of the last will and
testament of said deceased. The jury returned a verdict for plaintiff for $244,157, the whole
amount claimed with interest.
B. D. Verrill.
J. Morgan.
No. 480. Lemuel Dyer, Appellant, v. Jacob
Shattuclr.

Assumpsit on
Defendant files
case

ant.

an

The

account in set off.

up from the

come-

where

accouut annexed to the writ.

judgment

was

The case was

Municipal Court,
rendered for the defend-

given

to

the

jury

but

they

had not agreed upon a verdict at adjournment.
Fessenden & Butler.
Shepley & Dana.
Tlie 2d jury was discharged from any fui tiler
attendance and Court adjourned to 0 o'clock

Saturday morning.
Municipal Court—Mov. A.
William Wright, for assault and battery on
John Ramsey, was lined ten dollars and costs.
The accused is mate of a vessel, and the complainant was a seaman on board the same.
The assault was committed on shipboard, in
our harbor.
D. G. Hollins, Jr., for complainant.

John Maley, for assault and battery on Jeremiah Connelly, was lined live dollars and

John

Neal, Esq. She was sentenced
days imprisonment in the county jail.

to

sixty

interest.

It will be seen by the following dispatch that we are to be favored with the presence of llev. Dr. Patterson, of
Chicago, at the

meeting at the City Hall Sunday evening:
Philadelphia, Nov. 4,18tW.
To Army Committee, Portland, Me. :

Dr. Patterson will accompany me to
Portland. He is thoroughly acquainted with
our work and an able
sjieaker.
Geo. H. Steakt, Pres. Christian Com.

Kecbuiting.—The whole matter of the appointment of Recruiting officers under the
last call of the

President, for this city,
wisely with the Mayor aud

has

been left very
Aldermen. This is well. We will avouch that
the Mayor will consent to the
appointment of
no man wlto has shown a
disposition to fleece
either the soldier or the Government. “Shoddy’’ will find no favor.

i^“Many of our readers are not aware
the very interesting
meetings that are held
a*an

every

of
at

ouuuay even-

iug. Every evening there are numerous signatures to tho pledge, aud
frequent are the
“bitter experiences’’ related by those who
ltave l>cen

redeemed from the thraldom of

ruin.

-V' We are requested to call the attention
tax-payers to the notice of the Collector of
Internal Revenue, published in this
paper, and
to say that unless tho taxes are
paid on or before the time specified (Nov.
12th), flve per
of

cent, on income tax and ten
per ceut. on tax
for licenses,
carriages and silver plate, trill in
nil eases be exacted.

We have the best possible evidence
that Mr. Benj. W. Jones has a
supply of the
most beautiful
oranges wo ever laid eyes on,
as

he is one of the few who

the

always

remember

printer. Mr. Jones, at his establishment
No. 115 Fore
Street, keeps a large assortment
of foreign and domestic
fruit, d c.. of a superior quality.

;y-Geo. II. Stewart,Esq.,of Philadelphia,
aud Rev. Dr. Patterson, of
Chicago, will address the Young Men’s Christian
Association,
on the occasion of their tenth
anuiversery festi’
at
Lancaster
val,
Hall, on Monday evening.—
There will also be music aud
A good time
may be expected.

a

fruit supper.

eil

on

tile.

A

telegraphic dispatch from Adjutant Gen.
llodsdon was read, unlho.’iziug the Mayor and
Aldermen to apuoint recruiting oilieers for

Portland.
Petition of Charles Plummer el als. for the
repair of lirackett street, he! wren Dow and
Carleton streets, was referred to the Committee on Highways.
Au order passed

instructing
City Treasurer to withhold the payment of the $300
bounty olfered for drafted men, under the order passed July 20th, from such as may have
been advertised as deserters, unless the paythe

of the same is sanctioned

by the Mayor.

The subject of bounty to men who enlist
under the last call of the President, elicited
much debate in both branches, and there was
a division of sentiment between
them. A
committee of conference was appointed, and,
after a long consultation and discussion upou
the matter, they reported an order lor paying
a bounty of *200 to each man, who has already enlisted, or who may hereafter enlist, in

any regiment of this State, who shall be received and accounted for as a part of the quota of this city, under the call of the President
for 300,000 troops, tinder date of October 17,
list si.
The number of men not to exceed the
quota for this city. Said bounty to be paid to
each man when mastered into the U. S. setrirp.
Tlie onlcr passed unceremoniously in the
Hoard of Common Council. In the Hoard of
Aldermen, after some debate upon it, the or-

der was passed.
At a quarter to 12 o’clock the Hoard adjourned to this evening at 7 o'clock. In the
meantime, the Mayor was authorized to make
such arrangements lor the appointment of recruiting officers as lie should deem best 1'or the

public good.

£#“Steamer Xew Brunswick, Capt. Winchester, of the International line, left Eastport at 2 I’. M. Thursday for this port anil
Boston, hut was obliged to put back into Lubec bay on account of the violent gale, and
did

arrive here until about IS o'clock last

not

evening. It

is just about a year since that
the same steamer came out from Eastport and

encountered the violcut gale and snow storm
prevailing along the coast, losing her smoke
stack and sustaining some other slight damage. The steamers of this line are built w ith
reference to sdfvty as well as to speed.
ujT“ Kev. William Stevens Perry, rector of
.St.

Stephen's Church, in conscqucuce of ill
health, has felt himsell obliged to tender the
resignation of his situation. The church will
hold a meeting on Monday evening, ltith inst.,
to act upon the matter. It will he with great
regret that they lose the services ol so distin-

Mr. Perry, who, during his
connection with it, has endeared himself to
the members by his Christian fidelity and kind-

guished

a

rector

as

ness.

Union Assemblies.—The popularity w hich
these Assemblies gained last winter has induced the managers to offer another course,
commencing with a grand ball on Thanksgiv-

ing uight,
continuing every Tuesday evening thereafter, closing with a Grand Fancy
Dress Hall on Xew Year’s Eve.

The

Sebago, and, under the direction of Mr. Hilton, has been very successful.
Peiisojtai..—Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr.,
arrived in this city yesterday afternoon, and

will enter
upon the duties

as

Collector of the

port to-day.

ly-Parsous’ Cough Candy is a genuine aud
reliable remedy. See
special notice column.
d3m.

recently

gers are determined that this course shall be
if possible, to that of last w inter.

D.VNctNU.—The Irish American Relief Association will give their first Assembly at
Lancaster Ball next Wednesday evening.
The arrangements arc iu the hands of a competent committee, who intend to inaugurate
the festivals of this Association in a manner
worthy of the patronage of the public.

mines,

A force of militia have been in that vicinity
for some time, enforcing the draft and arrest-

LATER.

Mali h Chunk, I’a., Nov. 0.
Cast night Mr. C. K. Smith, coal operator at
Vork'own, Carbon County, was murdered in

most brutal manner, in his own house, in the
presence of his family, by a gang of outlaws
known as
Buckshots.” Mr. Smith was loyal and a highly respected gentleman, and was
suspected of giving certain information to the
Deputy Provost Marshal, by which the latter,
with the military under Capt. Yates, was enabled to arrest the drafted men.
No Union
man’s life is safe in Janesville, York town, DelBeve's
and
other mines of the
aviuc,
Meadow,
middle coal fields. .Seven or eight murders
have been committed within the last three or

FARLEY

ate,

hich lias been

Sale

of

resignation of his pastoraccepted by the Society.

Land.—E. M. Patten will sell at

auction

to-day, on

of land

on

tbe

premises,

a

the corner of Brackett and

It is a desirable site for

streets.

valuable lot

Spruce
building pur-

poses.

Portland Division Xo. 93 S of T will
celebrate their Anniversary by a graud Levee
al

till! Xt‘\V Oit.v

Hall

month. The “Sons”
halves.

nil

never

llti>

!lA(h

nf

kitchen,

the

B. A. A E.
3 19

preach

a

city-__

2&ct8.

"

Sorts.

The lOlli Anniversary Festival
8

& Green

12

removed his residence to So.
corner of Franklin street.

HAS
Street,

37

Hoop

T

returned

in jin

from New York with

a

fine

can

on

FRENCH

of

adelphia,

Corsets,

A

to which she invites the atteutiun of
the public in general.

Cheaper

be had elsewhere.

$1*5.

respectfully inform
laud aud vicinity, that >tu
WOULD

AT

UNUSUALLY LOS'

Hoop

Die ladies of l’orthas taken the Store,

(J^Re member the address.
can save

6.

money

JUST
octl6 dtf
ST.

PRICES.

by buying

317—Congress

Portland.

Depot

commended to the notice of the

follow?;
I'p Trains.
Leave Portland for South Paris at 7.4o a
Gland Pond at 1.10 r. a.

-ESPECIALLY

si.—317

RAID

THE-

Blue Stitched Panama,

statement of my

ceived

_AT_

thy

A PRIME LOT OF

READY-MADE

BumineNH

do

Coats,

once

mocracy is a sentiment not to be

corrupted

said, “Deappalled,

compromised. It knows no
baseness. Destructive only of
Despotism it
is the sole conservator of Liberty, Labor and
Property. It is the sentiment of Freedom, of
Equal Rights, of Equal Obligations, the law
of Nature pervading the Law of the Land!”
or

How unlike what is

put forth as Democracy by every copperhead apostle iu the laud
now

is this old and correct

stop to show.

definition,

we

need not

The above was the Democracy
ol Jefferson, which was also radical and
progres>lvc.
The Democracy of to-day Is no
more like it than
slavery is like libeaty or
despotism like free government.

NOTICE.
rPIIE Joint Standing Committee on Streets, Side
1 walks and Bridges, to whom was referred the

petition of Washington Ryan and others, that the
grade of Spring Street from Thomas to Vaughan
streets, may be determined and established, hereby
give uotice that they will meet at the corner of
ami Thomas streets, ou Wednesday, the 11th
Spring
day ot November Inst., at 3 o'clock 1*. M., to investigate the case aud hear all parlies interested, as required by an Ordinance of the City iu such cases
provided.
FREDERICK G. MESSER,
triIuairman of
Committee on Streets, Sidewalks,
and Bridges
Portland. Nov. 3d, fttos.
UOv6 dtd

j

;

English Walking

for

that

me. unless they tapped
by tapping I could live

me, and asbut a short

regard to my disease. They finally persuaded
to go and tec Mrs. Manchester. 81m examined
and told me iny ca*e exactly.

Coats!

I

of'the

pawimut

NATH LJ. MILLER.
Collector of the First Collection District
in the State of Maine.
Portland, October 15, 1863.
5W

For Salt1.
N>w Barque UNION. 300 tons measured as
or 3S3 tons
double-decked,
rft.W11 *l l;ru“sw»‘k. Dimensions—110 feet
on deck. 28 feet beam. 10 feet 8 Inches
lower hold. 5 feet between deoks—built of
good materials. well fastened with copeer, Iron and
through
treenails, and of good model for carrying and sailing. Apply to
McGILVEUY, RYAN k DAVIS.
oc2ttdtt
161 Commercial Street.

at short notice, and

as LOW as
eh etcher e.

can

be

|

that 1

cines, n;>t having the least faith that they would do
me any good, or that I should get the slightest relief
from any course whatever; Anally 1 took the medicine and went home. In one week from the time I
commenced takiug the medicine. 1 had over three
gallons of water paw* me in seven hours; and my fellow sufferers may be assured that it was a great relic 1
to

1 had not bccu

me.

night

pnrehased

cannot be

shak^d in her skill in telling and curing

Ban jor,

Until further notice, the Cars will
ply between

Clark Street and Grand Trunk Depot
-ivm-

a™t Car learine
*!ie
Graud lrunk

Depot

Clark Street at 7.17 A. M aud
7.40 A. it.
Tho last car at

at

FARE—Fire Cents.
-Nit.

20.19M.J'

UERK,S»- Superintendent.

found in the house-keeper’s department.
At 11 o’clock, Piano and Stool.

oc30

1 > Pith, at 3 o'clock P. M House No. 10St. Lawrencestrfet. It is a two-story wooden house with
basement, twenty finished rooms, and fine closats.
House finished throughout. There is a
two-story
wood-house. Hx33 feet, a fine cistern in cellar, and
abundance filtered water. Lot 50x75 feat, bituation i>lea<<aut, neighborhood good, prospect line,
bale positive, title clear, terms satisfactory.
For particular* enquire of
HEXR1 BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
novO dtd*

T’HE Stockholders

Island Fond Copper
A
Mining Company are hereby notified that a
meeting will be held at Island Fond. Vt..
Ttaesday,
Troy. 10th, at 10 A. M., to act
upon the foUosv.ug nrof the

tides:

First—The amendment of the by-laws relwtlvs to
shares In capital stock.
Second—To lay an assessment.
Third—To act" upon such other business n, may

the

expodieut

House and Lot at Auction.
shall sell on Friday, Xov. 13, at 3 o’clock
a one story wooden House on Hammond street, nearly new. and finished throughout
A neat, convenient and desirable house. Lot 80 x 70
feet. Possession given immediately, bale poeitlve,
title clear, terms easy. For particulars call on
llENltY BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

WEP. k..,

WANTS... LOST.
Found Adrift.
FISHING BOAT was picked up in the harbor
the 3d inst.. which the owner can have by proving property and paving charge*, by applying at
novo dlw*
WM. AlTCHlbON’b. Middle St.

A

Maine, April 2d.

Hours—From S
auglT in&outaled

0*rice

Up

Town

a. m.

till5

Hack

r. M.

Stand,

FERY4LD, Proprietor

ft LASS WOJtKS.
paid for broken glass by the package;
fine it reduces the

value

Fell
if broken

want w indow
nov4 dim

U

value.

colored gla*s.
bend to PORTLAND

S.

not

GLASS CO.

1ST A V Y.

WAITED,

1000

Seamen,Ordinary Seamen
Apply

Do

or

ft Landsmen.

to Naval

Reodervou,, fool of Exchange 8t
J. P. HEATH, Recruiting OUnr.

oc9 dtf

Wanted.
Straw,
J|AY
nov4 tilw
or

aeiteble for

Enquire

pxckiu^-^

rorllendOlen Work*.

Store Wanted
\\’ITH

gootl front, of medium depth, between
v v
the Post office and the Preble House, on Middle street, south side prefered
Willing to pay a
bonus, Ac. Enquire at this office.
oct27 dfiw^
e

BOARD.

three single Gentleman, wishing
r|MVOor
1 can fiutl good accommodations at l‘^3

Board
Cumber-

land Street.

TO

sepSdtt

THE AFFLICTED I

dr. w. v

Medical

Electrician,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block,

CORXBR OF COXORB88 AXD KLM STRBBTS,
I.I)
\\roL
FT,pec!fully unuouurr to the cltl/ru, ot
11 I'ortluuil iod vicinity, that he has been la thie
city four mouths. During that time we hare treated
a large number of patients with wouderfol
success
and curing persons in .uch a short
space of timo that
the qnesliou is olten asked do they
stay cured To
this question we will say that all that do not star
cured we will doctor the second time for nothing
This, with tbeauccesa we have met with, ie a suio
guarantee that our services are appreciated. Therefore, lest palieuts should delay comii e for (bar we
shall not slay long enough to give the teet. we will
h re say that we shall stay lu this city at least until

next April.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for
twentyyenrs, and is also a regular graduated physician
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases
in the form of nervous or sick headache:
neuralgia
iu the head, neek,or extremities;
consumption whoa
in the aculc stages or where the luugs are
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrolula,
hip
diseases, w hite swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ot the spine, contracted muscles, distorted Umbe
or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, dea races staturaering or hesitancy of speech, dvspepsia, indigestion. consti|iatiou and liver
complaint, piles_we euro
'every case that can be presented: asthma, bronchitis. strictures or the chest, and all forms of female
one

not'foily

palsy

ooinplaiuts.

By Blootrioity

Tlif Rheumatic the gouty. the lame and the
lax?
aud move with the agility and elastic
the heated brain is cooled; the frost
bitten limb* restored, the uncouth deformities re*
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
idreugth; the blind made to see. the deaf to hear and
the paldt-d form to move upright; the blemish**
of
youth are obliterated; the accident* of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and
au active circulatiou maintained.

leap with joy,
ity of youth;

LADIES

Who ha\c cold hands and feet; weak
stomachs;
Utn.’ aud weak back*; uervou* aud sick
headache;
dl/ziue** and svvimiuiug in the head, with
iadigee*
tion and constipation of the bowels;
iu the side
pain
aud back; Ice con htca, (or whitee);
falling of the
womb with internal cancers; tumor*,
polypus, and
ail that long tram os diseases will find in Electricity a sure tneaus of cure. For |>ainful menstruation,
too profuse menstrualiou. and all of those long line
of trouble* with young ladies. Electricity is a certain
specific, aud will, in a short time, restore the sufferer
to the vigor of health.
tm V hare an Fleet rih Chemical Apparatus for
such as
extracting Mineral Poi*ou frvm the
Mercury. Antiinouv. Arsenic. Ac. Hundreds who
weak
and
vart*
are troubled wRhstilt joints,
backs,
ous other difficulties, the direct cause of which, iu
of
the
eflect
is
of
ten.
nine ease* out
poisonous
cau be restored to n <tural strength aud vigor by tue
use of from five to eight Baths.
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. n. to 1 P. ■.; 1| to
ft; and! to 8 r. m.
Consultation Frea.
Jy 14 isedtl

system,

143 COXUUESS STREET,
(opposite Cummings* Drug Store.)

M.S.

Wanted.
HOOD Boor XAKER at McCarthy*. No M
Exchange Street. Also a maa to wotk oa
Ladies' Custom work, that can make doable sole#
and welts. To such men, steady employment aad
the highest wages paid in the city will be given.
M. McCarthy,
oct20dtf
No. 9»i Exchange Street.

A

A Driver.

Hopes hr per.-onal attention to the wants of the
nov4 dl w
public to merit a share of patronage.

drugs,

Notice.
Notice.

seem

|

the Day,

night, will leave Clark Street, at 9.32. and ('.rand
Trunk Depot 0.S5.
J

lie down

C harles S. Harmon,
Sarah E. Harmon,
Mary A. Harmon.

P. & F. A. RAILROAD.

during

can

diacase.

Oc29 lined

ninnies

Now I

in bed at

dieeafe'*, and she has cured them also, (io and see
for yourselves. 1 had no faith, but now my faith

91 EXCHANGE STREET.

Fifleeu

able to lie down

before this for two years.

with perfect ease. 1 have taken her medicine for
eight months, and am as well as auy man could wish
to be. and no signs of dropsy. I would advise all
that are sick to go and consult Mrs. Manchester,
oaenifthey have beengivcu up by other pliysietvus. 1 have sent her a number of case# of other

P.B. FROST,Merchant Tailor,
i

me
me

much astonished to think that she told me
told her that I would take her medi-

was so

correctly,

day

of November. 1863, both inclusive; that 1 will
in
like inanin r attend to collecting and
receiving duties, taxes and licenses, as aforesaid, assessed and
payable within the County of York in said District
at the following designated times ami
places, to wit
At the lliddcford House in
biddeforu, on Monday
November 16th,
At the Newiohawonock House in Sooth
Berwick
on Tuesday, November 17th:
At the Berry Hotel in Alfred, on
Wednesday Novetnber 18th;
At Fetch's Hotel iu Limerick, on Thursday No.
°
V ember 19th, 1863.
And I further give notice that “all
persons who
shall neglect to pay the duties, taxes and licenses assessod upou them as aforesaid, to said Collector or
hi# deputy, within the time# above specified will be
liable under the provisions oi Section 19
Act
of Congress aforesaid, to pay tmi per centum additional upon the amount thereof.”
It in hoped that all persons having such taxes dutie* or licenses to pay, will attend to their
within the time prescribed, as I am instructed
to
enforce the law iu all oases of delinquency.
Persona in the County of York desirous of so doing, can pay their taxes at my office, No. 22 Exchange street, Portland, prior to November 16th
1863, at which time the tax lists will bo removed to
the County of York.

keel, 116 feet

me

in

Cloths,

!

nothing

I had made up my iniud to go home and live
as I could with the disease, and theu die.
On
my way home I stayed over night in Portland with
a friend of mine, and told them what iny mind was

I(^.X

,

you. At that time
in a very bad state,

long

as

__

copperhead paper lately remarked
that "Sambo is gettiug to be of
great iiuport inee in these latter days "the
Nashville, Teun.

on

time.

-AND-

IN

A

benefit until I called

no

REMARKABLE CURE OF A CASE OF DROPSY CU HKD B Y MRS. MAS CHESTER
certify that 1 have been cured of the
Dropsy of fifteen years standing by Mrs. Manchester. I have been to physicians in Boston, New York
and Philadelphia. They all told mo that they could

OVERCOATS,

■

:

others

man.

sured

COLLEC TOR’S NOTICE.

be convenient, perhaps, to notify your attorney to
call upon me, and i w ill immediately put him iu communication with the l*robate Records, and with the
Administratrix."
If it is requisite to employ "some attorney
here
"TO CALL UPON’ Strout. so that lie (Strout)
can “immediately put him" (this "souk attorney
ii eke") “in communication with the Rrobate Records, and with the Administratrix,'’ in order to get
The lUvu>hND"ton £54.54)—‘'•$10.80" out ofStrout,
HOW MUCH OVER 2') TER CENT OP THAT DIVIDEND,
*2.18, WILL I BE LIKELY TO REALIZE »
D. T CHASE.
Assiguec of Smith k Stratton.
N. I’..
I hi Probate Records" apeak in black
and white. (See report <\t Committee of Nine.) 1 be
Administratrix ha.‘ already spokcu as follows:
This may certify that Sew ell C. Strout (Howard k strout) wa* retained as Counsel to
adjust
the affairs pertaining to my late bu^hand'.- estute, as
might best tend for my interest,and that of the heirs
at law.
He was not employed to bit up thu
CLAIMS AGAI.NHT THE KATATK FOR 20 PEH CENT. FOR
DISOWN BENEFIT.
Had there been no assets, bo
would have exacted pay, and been paid, for all the
services which he rendered.
Catherine B. Rounds.
oc20 TuThfcStl
Portland, July 11, lS(i3.

.’—Thinking

may be of service to
to give it to you.

a

This is to

ON HAND!

United States Internal Revenue.

RECORD.

A

m*

oc2»;

Hu taken
Siren.
(up stairs, (where
proposes
remain for a short
season.
Those interested in the art, are invited to
call at his Studio and examine specimens of his
work.
ocl25 2w*

on

Jobeph Da via.
Boston f Maine Depot, Portland, Me.

HARRIS’, opposite Post Office.

HARDIN O
rooms, X<*. 30 Kxchangr
he
to

1>ear Mutant

a short time I began to recover, and in two months I was entirely
well, and had gained sevoral pounds of flesh, and
cau truly say that by your skill I am a
perfectly heal-

FRESH TRAILS ARRIVE DAILY

II

case

—

I had given up business, and was
but after taking your medicine for

our

t#1 Gowda Seal Anywhere.

Man-

w as taken sick about 13
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a very bad i
form. 1 applied to four different physicians, but re-

Gentleman’s Stitched Cloth Hat 1

PAINTED IN OIL!

Mrs.

similarly afflicted, I hasten
This is briefly my case—1

Watcr-Prool Stitched,

jrsiKj x oonArna

afflicted.

ONE OF THE GREATEST CURES
Mas. Manchester

portaut that Tickets should be secured »« early as
r >s«ible. in order to obtain a passage,
nr Apply ouly at office 31 Exchange Street
till novlO-dfcw
W D. LITTLE, Agent.

Leave Gland Poud for Portland, at 6 a. a.
I. ea.c South Paris for Portland at 5.46 a. a.

tea

o’clock, will commence the sale of all the Household
Furniture, consisting In part ot Card. Work, Pembroke, Toilet and Extension Tables; chairs, rockers,
sofas, lounges, ottomans, book-case, bureaus, washstands, bedsteads, beds. mattresses,stair, straw, 3-ply.
and Brussell* carpets; mgs, mirrors, china, crockery, glass and stoue ware; stoves, portable furnace,
kitchen furniture, aud in fact every article
usually

uovOdtd*

CASK OF SPINAL DISEASE CURED.
certify that I went te see Mrs. Manchester last March with a daughter of mine troubled with
spinal disease, for which she had been doctored for
live years, and by a number ot physicians of all
kinds; and she has had twenty-oue applications oi
electricity applied, but all to no effect; but she continually grew worse. 1 came to the conclusion, as
tiie last resort, to go aud see Mrs. Manchester, and
did so; and to my great surprise she told me the first
cause of the disease, aud how she had beeu from time
to time, which encouraged me to try her medicines.
I did so. and now my daughter is able to be around
the house all ot the time, She also rides ten or fifteen miles without any trouble or inconvenience,and
I think in a short time she will be restored to perfect
health. Since my daughter tuts been doctoring, 1
have heard of a great many cases that Mrs. Mancht s
ter has cured. I thiuk if any person deserves patronage it is the one who tries to preserve the health
of the sick and suffering; aud I know that she uses
every effort which lies in her power to benefit her
.Sarah L. Knights,
patients.
Gkoiior Knights,
Arby E. Knights,
Emma Knights.
Brunswick, Maine, August 5/A.

Brown Stitched Brins,

opposition steamer ou the
November, (that of the 13th), it is im-

Eor

wharf.

This is to

CJrey Stitched, 3 deep.

VIA PANAMA RAILROAD.

Down Trains.

November, at l'» A. M., on the premises,
(irijr aud Winter street*, the very desirable residence now occupied by W. II. Shaw,
K*q.
1 he IIou«e is two anil a half stories, contains ten
good sized rooms, conveniently arranged, with hard
and soft water, together with all modern convenience*.
The building in complete
repair for immediate
occupancy. Payments easy for the purchaser.

A

Blue Stitched, 4 deep,

F A R E It E D U C E 1)

as

a

—

By tlie Steamer* of 13th November ouly,

On and after Mondav, Nov. 9, 1*13,
train, will run dally, (Suudav? except-

Widgery’s

chester may be consulted at
No. 11 Clapp’s Block,Room No. 0.

3m

■WCALIFOUNIA!

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Exchange 8t.

WII.I.
of

constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials of
astonishing cures performed by her. Among
many receutly received are the following, which are

CLOTH HATS,

F o it

TRUNK RAILWAY
Of Canada.

27

comer

Is

(UNDER MECHANICS* HALL.)

*ep3

ilKADqUAETEItA. AnJCTAHT G BHEKAL’8 OFFICE, (
Augusta, October 3*>, 1863.
j
( F
POKTLAND
SIR:
The
quota of vour City, ou the call of tin- President
of October 17th. Is Five Hundred aud
Eight (506).
If this number is not furnished before January
5th,
H€4. a Draft will be made upon you by the United
States authorities. Yours truly,
JOHN L HODSDOX,
uo\2-dlw
Adjutant General.

bring ouly
rpilKKL
A route in

PATTEN, Auctioneer—OBce

Oeuleel aud very Desirable Residence, eonaer or Di-ay and Winter Streets, at Auction.
be cold without reserve on Wednesday,
11th

MRS. MANCHESTER

HARRIS’

Market.
New York, Nov. ti.

HENRY HAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

the

-ON-

Second Hoard.—Stocks unsettled and dull.
United States 6's 18S1 registered.1081
United States one year certificates new
99
American Gold,..

head

m

MANUFACTORY

ANOTHER

declining.

SI. Louis Flour.
LOUIS FLOUR, for sale by
P. F. \ AKNUM, C ommercial street,

MORE TESTIMONIALS!

Find it out and you

Nov. 0.

Taney

m
ou tho premises, the new mud
commodious Dwelling House on Oxford street betwecu Flunk liu and Wilmot
stteeta, within three
minutes walk of the Kennebec
Depot. 8aid house
ha* just been Unified in the best manner; contains
thii teen room* and is couveniently
arranged for one
or two families; ha* a well of
good water in the
cellar; an excellent brick cistern with fllterer, good
ccmcutcd cellar floor, and gas pipes
throughout. It
is now ready for occupancy and will be sold on fovor*
able term*.

House at Anetiou.
E shall sell at public auction on Thursday, Xov.

BBLS. HEAVY MESS PORK, for sale by
UERSEY, FLETCHER k CO..
ocl93w
Hoad Union Wharf.

-AMD-

novSSm

MAYOR

New Dwelling House for Sale at
Auction.
shall sell at auction ou Tuesday, Nov. 10. at 8
WEo'clock p.

following.

lot of choice Vermout Butter, and
WILLIAM L. WILSON,
572 Congress Street.

Jyl3 distf

The Company are not responsible tor bare see to
Tint Gkkat Snow Storm.—It is one year
A1 il ANI EL J. MILLER, Collector for the
auy amount exceeding *50 iu value, aud that per! sonal, uuless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
First Collection District in the State of Maine,
ago to-morrow that the great snow storm ocof one passenger lor every MOO additional vain*.
hereby give notice to all persons concerned, that 1
curred w hich spread from the Potomac to the
; have received for collection the Second Annual ColM“naging Director.
II uair
*'vJiBK'!UUl
II.
Ii AI I* hi
lection List, made and committed to me
Superintendent.
by the AsMade exclusive}) by men,and sold at a low Ggure.
St. Croix river.
Nov. 4, 1S68.
sessor thereof, in accordance with the Act of
j
nov5
Couentitled. “An Act to provide Internal Revenue
| grew
to
A Poser.
:r-T he thermometer for the last three
support the Government, and to pay interest on j
the public debt/' approved Julv 1. 1862, gmj the I
I have also received
TRACIS from "a long winded yarn" of Si.wlarge addition* to my
days, at 3 o'clock A. M., has ranged at 41, 34
amendments thereto approved March 3, 1863; that
A Eli. C. Strout (Howard k
Strout) to Smith
the several duties, taxi-, (on income,
and 42 degrees.
and
k .Stratton. New York, the same
carriages
bearing date
Stock of
plate,) aud licenses, assessed, enumerated and eonApril 12th. 1802:
tained in said Second Annual Collection List, have
•*Our County Records -how the whole matter, aud
The telegraph operator reports a
and
become
due
that
1
making my assortment complete, which will be
will
in
person or by j
large lire about these there cau be no question. 1 propose, deputy attend to payable;
collecting and receiv ing the afore- j
that you send your claim to gome Attor1
burning in Charlestown, Mass., last night. therefore,
said duties, taxes and licenses assessed uud
MADE I P TO ORDER
payable
ney here. Ah Counsel lor the Administratrix,I have
within the County of Cumberland in said District
Location unknown at time oi going to press,
no desire to conceal any matter connected with the
Ht my office, No. 2-i
Exchange street. Portland, from
administration. If you adopt this courre, it would
IX
THE
VERY BEST STYLE,
the accoud day of November, 1863, to the 12tii

iiJt~

a

at

Skirt and Corset

Hoop

Merchants,

alOHH A. UMiRY,
h. k. furbish.

Every

•Should the weather prove stormv on tha day adthe sale will take place the first fair day

Vermont Butler.
received,
for sale by

ANDERSON’S

K. Shurtlrff,

Ho. 1 1-2 Union Wharf

arraoiad

Household Furniture.
Immediately after the above, one quarter past

SUPPER!

^MERCHANDISE.

Skirts and Corsets

FURBISH,

Successors to A.

»

!lHjrou«l‘

manner—muteiial the
best to bt obtained, and the
labor day work, ibo
hou« contain, ten good ,lzed
rooms, well
lor the housekeeper'.hull, ol
a,ople size, with bilk
room lor hot or cold waist,
gas
throughout
turr.ace that will heat every part of the
dwelling
cistern in cellar, well of pure water that
any drought, copper pump, that will nipple the
house throughout. Ou the premise,a
good tarn aod
sheds.
part ol the buildings will be bund in
thorough Older. In the rear of the dwelling la a hue
garden, where the oecupunt can ruire fruit and readable, for family use. Lot 126 x 44.
file house may be examined It om 3 to 4 P14 auy
day previous to aale. For particular, call on tho
Auctioneer.
>ot, td

vertised,

Made to order at the shortest notice.

aud almost every thing in the Millinery line, which
will he sold ft* toir as the lowest. Also, Dress and
Cloak Making done to order in the host uiauncr aud
ou reasonable terms. Machine stitching and
pinking.
WANTED—3 good Dress Makers and 1 Milliner.
uovSdlw*

EMERY &■

31 *>“»*"«*• "'feat. Tha
nibu'ili
t;Ute
,*7n uf *«''•«*® »“<1 half atories.hu.

Iflraii Pork.

Bonnets, Ribbons, Feathers, Ruches,

Pork—firmer; mesa 17 62^ 17 871; prime 1100
17 00.
Sugars—-teady ; Muscovado 12®12J.
Molasses—inaetivc.

~5saaaggl

FKl'IT

oc31d3w

NO 300 CONGRESS STREET,
Where may be found

Hoop

BW^TWB

city.

the tapes with metallic clasps.

Scarfs, <Scc.,

Mrs. £1. Ilatcli

line State 5 00 &6 75; Extra do 6 iO ® 6 25; choice
do 6 15 t£ 6 25; Round
Ohio 720 $ 7 35; choice
do 7 30 ,jt 9 25; Superfine Western 5 65 & 5 80; Commow to good extia Western 7 00® 7 40 ; Southern
firm; mixed to
7 10&770;
and Extra
7 75
10 50; Canada 5 4 10c higher; common extra
606 & 6 20: extra good to choice 6 36 ^ 8 05.
Wheat—lc higher: Chicago spring 187® 142;
^
Milwaukie Club 1 88 ® 1 41.
Corn—lc higher; mixed Western shipping 1 06 "
107 in store and 1 07 afloat.
Oats—active at 84 <? 85.

Stork

our

nov4 ot

Breakfast Shawls and Capes,

The Miles of 5-20’s to-day amounted to
$1,85^,000. Deliveries of bonds arc made in
moderate amounts at the time of
subscription.

and

Clergy of

the

Gentlemen’s Tickets, 50 cents; Ladies’, 25 cents—
by U. Packard and Bailey k Noyes, and the
Committee:
T. R IIAVES,
J. II. CRE8SKY,
W. W. WOODBURY.
J. G. STETSON,
JAMES NOYES.
A. J. CHASE.
GEO. II. CON ANT.
DR. D. O. PERRY.
ALEX. TYLER.

4

her friends and

DHESS-MAKtSi, dour to order.
ISrOpen till ft P. M.

Flection,

Liverpool—dull

by

for sale

Financial.

to

and

MUSIC BY A CIIOIR.

CHOK E PATTERNS OF

MILLINERY,

C ommission

Chicago, Nov.

Freights

HALLj

-ASD-

The Tribune ol’ to-day publishes returns
from twenty-eight counties, which,
compared
with the majorities of the same counties last
show
the
Union
to
year,
gain be 15,079.

■fi

AT-

LANCASTER

Hosiery,Gloves, Sontags, Clouds, Hoods,

as-

BE HELD

Association

.11 omill) Evening, Nov. Wilt, 1N63,
at 7) o’clock.

WILL SELL THEM

they

Valuable Heal La.(ale on
Oiuiftarih Street al Auction.
( 1N 1 ues'lajr, November 10th, at 12 noon, ou the
tu
higlie.t bidder, the
rirvl’v!.l!!HiV *il1 **

uovS

Addresses by GEORGE If. STUART, Esq., of Phil-

3* SPRI.VCS kill FI.MSI SKIRTS 4T
Fastened

just
HAS
sortment of the LATEST STYLES ot
PATTERN BONNETS,

full assortment

a

Christian

-WILL

RIVETED.

Skirts and

than

AGAIN!

li

,3.) c»«.

AMD

Men's

Young

.37 cl*.

20 Per Cent.

oc81

n n

i"

AND

Middle

FEMALES.

C

"

We keep constantly on hand
the newest and beat styles of

heretofore, So. 115 Exchange Street, in
Noble's Block, up stairs. Office hours from ft to 10
A. M., from 2 to 3. and from 8 to ft o’clock 1*. M.
I>r. N. will coutinue, in collection with general
practice, to give special attention to DISEASES OF

Mrs.

"

LABPKD

•

as

HOME

*•

sts.,)

DR. NEWTON
Office

"

uov3

Office 27 Exchange St.

Very

E. X.

..25 ct*.

10

(JongreHH Street,

PL E lvI OVAL

for trial.

good^

Chandler's Band.

by

Y. M. O. A.

G00DsT~

They'are

Drf.niy Shrriff A.nallctl by a IloMtrr.
Sandwich, Mass., Nov. (5.
Deputy Sheriff K. T. Pope was shot at while
arresting Anthony Johnson for house breaking. Three shots took effect slightly. Justice Whittemore committed Johnson to iaii

use

discourse on Sabbath afternoon at the Casco St.
church, relating to the life, labors and peaeeiul exit of the late Dea. Samuel
Small, of this
will

••

I'l

now

HAVE

past.

ed) until further notice,

£j?s" ltev. Dr. Graham

10

.25

Prompter Thanksgiving night, Prof. A. J. JAM KE.
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
Portland, Nov. 2,1863.
IThAS tjanl

8SPHINO DIAMOND.20 cti.

ill store one of the most styli.-ii assortment* of the above named goods ever
offered for sale in this city, including the latest Fall
and Winter styles.
also constantly in receipt of patterns of the latest styles, from the famaus
establishment of Madame UcmoreM, Broadway, New
York. Fashionable dress making als tarried on in
all its brauches.
oct90 dtf

committees.
The indications are that
there will be a short session, followed by an
early election of members of the Legislature,
with a view of choosing LT. S. Senators to present the constitution to Congress at the ensuing session, and ask for the admission of the
State of Washoe into tire Union.
There lias been a severe snow storm in
Washoe, checking emigration and the Ueese
excitement, which has been the rage for months

dining-room

tisement.

BARGAINS IN MISSES SKIRTS.

ALEXANDER,

(Between Oak

ate

Philadelphia,

Gallery,

be obtained of the Committee of Arrangement?.

To

r-

wilT .Jan'd

6 SPRING TAPE SKIRTS.17 e»*.

San Francisco, Nov. 5.
A Constitutional Convention at Carson City
has chosen the California Constitution for the
basis, and apportioned it among the appropri-

GRAND

and the parlor, may he found at the w arehouse of Messrs.
Lane & Tolman, 4 Free street. See adver-

Ann.AXTEl> IWHALF. BOXK.

Music

and tin plated wire of all kinds.
straightened and cut to any leuiith.
d4w*
Saccarappa, Oct. 30. 18(33.

do things by the

Zff’ All sorts of convenient articles lor
ill the

tliia

puir.

KX, Auction**

I’A’I I

the vicin-

m

Kiting,

An t Foreman. KDW. HoLjUKINS,
See’jr, C. O. HI.NliLK,
C.H. Phillips,
I
R. 1>. Pams,
S. S. Hannapoiid,
B A. Hall.
|
Tickets far the ('•unr.
5,00
Single Tickets for Thanksgiving uight,
*1.00
each ol the Aaaemblie?.
.75
Christina? uight,
1.U0
New Year? uight,
1.25
"

coppered
W ire

Beef—steady.

Shells.—The splendid collection of shells,
at Xo. 236 Congress street, will be closed oil'
this afternoon anil evening by E. M. Palteu.
Those who desire rare shells had better take
a look at this collection.

u

M

ih«i

Arran*tment* at.it Floor Manajtcn:
Foreman, C. 1C. RICH,

Corsets.

One Hundred Dozeu nt SI

aud anuculed market, machinery, spring,
flier, reed, heddle, card, flat ami angular,
broom, brush, pail-bail and tclcgaph wire. Also

lit' Rev. J. S. Lovcring, pastor of the Park
New York Market.
Street Church, has been appointed chaplain of
New York, Nov. 0.
Cottou—active *ml firmer at 84 ® t5c for middliug
the 17th Maine Kegimeut. We have been in- \
; uplands.
formed that lie has accepted the appointment
1*lour—State mud Western 5@ 10c higher; Superw

Corsets, Corsets,

ing let. our of the most desirable site,
itv. am! handy to the hor*e railroad.
Terms favorable to purchaser.

dwell

Grand

Committer of

unequalled.

occu-

Bright

California.

Illinois

is

Wire,

MILLINERY AND FANCY

a

B A. L L

cotton

ashington.

Thurs-

On i\cw Yearn’ Right.

H

Iron

uu

ALCTIOX.

will
uwn. a valuable purcel ol'
land, eoutuiuing a fly-four hundred feet /or build-

I

Firemen’s, Military and Civic

MUCH AH

Washington, Nov. 7.
Uapt- John It. Goldsboro has been ordered
to ordnanee duty at Portsmouth, N. II.; Lieut.
Ootnd'2 Henry 1). Todd is detached from the
Naval Academy ami ordered to the Sangamon.
Thus. Whitney lias resigned his commission
as assistant
surgeon in the navy.
First. Lieut. L. SI. Goldsboro, of the U. S.
Marine Corps, sou of Admiral Goldsboro, died
in this city this moruiug.
The workmen and operatives in the Treasury
building, who iiavo been on a strike fora week
past against an prder of the Superintendent,
which when brought into etrect reduces their
pay, will return to work to-morrow, as a preliminary to the consideration ol their grievances by the Secretary of the
Treasury, to
whom they have appealed. The boodbinders
in the government printing office have thus
far failed to have their pay advanced to *1M
pci week for eight hours a day.
The printers are to hold a meeting to-morrow to determine upon their action for a similar demand. They belong to the same establishment.
A committee from tiic Navy Yard, consisting of a Naval ollieer and several of the master mechanics, are inquiring into the number
of hours worked outside by mechanics, with
a view of rcgulatiug the hours uow worked
in the Navy Yard.
from

T,

The attention of the ladies is invited to the BELLE*
MONTE SKIRT, which for style,quality and finish

BROTHERS,

and

I, !

TbaNkaghiNX Night.

To close with

Under Mechanics' Hall.

keep constantly on hand every
description of

Steel

L

A BALL ON CHRISTMAS NIGHT,

AND CORSET

D EP O

Will manufacture aud

four weeks.
If

Wire Factory formerly
pied by

AT

Saturday. Ttli November. »t 12 o'clock on the
colu‘ 01 Br»<-k' tt and Spruce,Irens,
be -o.U without

*

day Night?.

HOOP SKIRT

I AT

/\N

HALLj

followed by THREE ASSEMBLIES

To be

SACCARAPPA, ME.,

a

It A

On

ANDERSON’S

M

TEN, Auilkim-er—Office 27 Kaoliang* St.
Valuable l.oi ol Land comer of
BrarkHi and Spruce Nl«.,

Second Annual

-WITH-

A

FACTORY^

Having purchased the

K

>

AT MECHANICS'

THi: LATEST l\ SIMON !

WARREN, PENNELL & CO.,

had.

V

COI'HSE OK DANCES

_

<

W IRE

K

\S ill coutiupnce their

BtLIE-UTE SKIRTS.

~

ing deserters.
The telegraph between Maucli Chunk and
Easton being down, communication cannot lie

From

O <

SALES.'

AUCTION

ENGINE COMPANY NO. 4

ard Presses. Hydraulic Presses with
wrought-iron cvliud 'r*. Standing Presses of various
kinds, ( liases. Furniture, Cases, Stands, Brass Rule,
Composing Sticks, ami e\ cry article connected with
the r.rts of Letter-press,Copperplate ami Lithographic Printing, Bookbinding, Stereotyping aud Electrotyping, always oil hand or Airmailed at short notice.
A new Catalogue .containing cuts aud descriptions
of many new Machines not before shown in their
book, with directions for putting up, working. &c.,
aud other uselul information, is now in press, aud
when completed will be sent to any of the cratt who
will furnish their address.
R. HOE & Co.,
uov3dl.*w
New York and Boston. Mass.

supposed
travelling

Janesville.

Manufactories—On Mroome, Sluiijt if Columbia
find on Foundry el.. Bouton,Mass.
tin., X.
subscribers manufacture Single aud Double
A Cylinder and Type-Revolving

Hand ami

organiza-

object

mana-

superior,

sjT'An old democratic organ

W e would call utteutiou to the advertisement of the Bridglon Academy. This institution is located in a very romantic
and
healthful place on the western borders of the

Philadelphia,
by
principal

by

EXTE ET AIXMEXTS.

THE NEW STYLE!

PKIVriKU ]?IACHI\CS,
Bed and Platen Book & Job Printing Presses,
(Adams* Patent,)

.Harrier at Mooch (hank, Ha.

having

Union adds: The negro has been of great lmI portance for more than a generation. lie has
jjy- \\ e would call attention to the adver- enabled a low aristocrats to rule the nation,
lie has given the cotton state all their
tisement ol the Parks House, in Boston. The
importance. He has caused ono
of
this
proprietor
foreign and civil
well-known house knows
war already, and has become
at last “the chief
just how a first-class hotel ought to be kept,
corner stone ol the
Southern Confederacy.”
aud always manages to make his
guests feel
Who will deny “Sambo's
that his house is their home, or is as
importance?”
near it as
any other that is as far off.

The

tion,

and has tendered his

Kev.

]

killed,

plac-

MISCELLANEOUS.

rniiK

——.

city

and

:ar-if our Citizens wonld like to see and
hear, a gentleman who is both able and successful as' a Merchant, and eminent as an
Orator, we would advise them to lie present
at the New City Hall on
Sunday eveuing,
when George H. Stuart, Esq., of Philadelphia,
President of the U. S. Christian Commission,
will address them. Mr. Stuart's energetic and
self-denying labors for the welfare of our soldiers have given him a proud name in our
land, and his telling speeches never fail to

!

Portland Daily Press.

Artillery

The communication was ordered lo be

&■ BINDERS'

"W aroli on »e,
20 and 31 Gold Street
NEW YORK.

Nov. 0.
in the recent reception of the “Veterau
H is not believed
Aflsociation” of this cilv, deserve* grateful recognithe
coal men
and
tion on the part of the people
government of
in this
that the riot at Maucli Chuuk is of
the CRy id New bur; port.
a serious character.
Mr. Smith, who was
/» it
Hull the thinks <*i the 4 ify t otliihas incurred the hatred ol' the Irish
ci! V»e pre-ented lothe Municipal authorities of the
r
will*
the
<
masses
avstuaitcc lliat it
his hatred to their secret
lly oi ForlLiiid. togetiu
will be the ph'A-ure oi New bury port to ee.pi oealr
which hail for its
the exclusion of
this kindness whem-ver occasion ofters.
all
the workmen of other countries. A WelshIn Common Council. Nov. 2. I8dJ.
—IL
man
was
LARDNER
passed
found dead in the
i
(JlCBRIfH, PiC'ldcilt.
lu Board oi Aldermen, Nov. 2, 1858.
been shot.
It is
that Smith
Passed—Isaac 11. Boaki».ua>, Mayor.
was shot while
from the mines to

costs.

Josephine N. Ilill pleaded guilty to larceny
of certain articles from the dwelling-house of

I PRINTERS

(

sion to erect a stattonaiy steuni engine on
their premises iu Franklin street was read, and
order of notice was voted.
A communication was read from the City
Government of Newburyport, as follows:
CITY OF XKWBl'KYPORT.
H'kerea*, It is becoming that the politeness of the
City (iovermneutot 1‘ortlaud, so generously extended to a large number of the citizens of Newburyport

ment

v.

Aldermen,

November 0, 18C3.
f
Petition of Burnery <fc Burnham for permis-

at time of such meeting

Portland, Oot. 28, lMd.

N. O. CK AM President
„

Port Office, Portland. Mi I
October 31st, 1Ado.
)
aRd after November 2d, Mails tor the South

ONand Westforwilltheclose at U o'clock P.

Evening Mail
MTttv

M

and the

kenuebecwill be discontinued.
A. T. DOLE. 1*. M.

Dissolution or Copartnerstaip.
Arm heretofore existing under the name

THE
U.J.DKOI/10& CO. is this day dissolved
mutual
and all bills of the late firm will
consent,
settled by
Novembers.

li. J.

of

by
be

DKGUIO.
dlw*

NOTICE.
fllllE Joint Standing Committee on Streets. SI4eJL walks sud Bridge*, to whom was referred tbu
petition of Freeman G. Cummings that the grade
aud line on the southwesterly side of Brackett street,
opposite the head of York street, may be determined
and established- hereby give notice that the? will
meet at the corner of York and Brackett streets, ou
Weduesday, the Uth iust.. at 4 o’clock P. M to in*
veetigate the case, aud hear all parties interested.
FREDERICK G. MESSER.
Chairman Committee on Streets, Sidewalks,
aud

Portland, Nov 4th. lftftft.

Bridget

novt dtd

IRA WINN,Ageut,
1STo. 11 Union St.,
Is

prepared

No. 33

of various sires and patterns.

required

buildiugf

in

i

I

manner.

No. 33

•

•

PORTLAND, ME.

ooo

ooo

ooo

ooo
ooo
ooo

ooo
ooo

ooo

copart*

vvvvv
VVV
VVV

No. 33

•

formerly occupied by
SAWYER.

Exchange Street,
the trade
selected stock of

offer to

a

Domestic

Foreign

and

Uraagra

Wholesale and Retail
Spruce Gum.
Canary Seed.

Leman a.
Lime*,
Prunes,
Citron,

large

Leinou

Syrup.

Xuta,
Xula, all kind*.
Kaiaiua,

Cocoa

Olive*,
Fnncy

Candle* of

Fruit !
Lazengra
('audit**.
Honey.
Fisa.
Hate*,
Tobacco,

Street.

lijou’s

I

Periodical

Periodical

WE REFER TO
a few well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
Gen. Winfield Scott.USA. Dr. Wilson.lltli st.. NY,
Gov. Morgan, N.Y .State. I>r Ward, Newark, N.J.
Dr. J.K.Chilton,N.Y.Uitv. Dr. Dougherty, Newark.
Dr. Parker. N. Y. Uitv. v
N.J.
Drs.DarcyA Nicboll.Ncw- Dr. Marcy. New York.
ark,N.J.
| Dr.Cummings,Portland
Dr. Hayes. Boston.
|
£y None genuine without the signature of“AL*
FRED SPEER, Passaic, N. J.,*’Is over the cork of
each bottle.

Drop*

Drops

ARE RETTElt THAN ALL PULS, POWDERS
AND

Ql’ACK

MEDICINES.

ZY-MAKF. OXK TRIAL OF THIS WISE.

Lyons Periodical Drop*

Street.

For sale by Druggists aud all lirst class dealers.
and tow n Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A. SPEER,Proprietor

City

Are S\A*e to do Good Mini cannot
<lo Harm.

Vineyard—Passaic, New Jersey.
Office—206 Broad wav. New York.
JOHN LA FOY. Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Soldin Portland by H. 11. HAY',Druggist.Supply
dcc22 dly
ing Agent.

Tto.e Magee Stock..

T¥7E offer to the public a§ our leading Stove.
Ml Wo say unhesitatingly, that for finish, durability aud economy, it has not an equal iu New England ! At the present high price of coal, it affords
us great satisfaction to produce a stove which for
economy cannot be beat!
We shall he pleased, at all times, to «how this stove
to auy one who may call, explain the principle upon
which it is operated, and arc able to give undoubted
references as to the tiuthfulness of our statement.

Re-opened.
Thotograph Galleries,
f|lHE
X
beeu

No. 80 Middle street,
thoroughly refitted and
all the latest improvements, are now
open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former
customers aud all who may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed in the be. t manper and at reasonable prices.
GST** Particular attention given to copying.
A. §. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Portiaud, having

supplied with

Portland, July 30,18C3.

;

Consists of
tiful finish.
same
;

any other physician, more effectually aud permanently, with less restraint from occupation or fear of
exposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant med-

Periodical

The Great Indian
Lion's Periodical
Are

a chaste pattern. and beauThe Parlor Stove Is operated upon the
as the Cook Stove.

four size*, of

THE MAGEE PARLOR WITH OVEN, is
improved design.

a

Lyon’s

new

Drops,

-ARK-

Sure to do Good and cannot do Harm.

MAGEE’S NEW PATENT

Elevated Double Oven

;

DR

than all Pills, Powder*,
And Quack Preparations.

and

Price, $1 per Roltle.

Range!

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
With or without Backs, tcith Hot Air Furnaces.
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
These Ranges have now been thoroughly tested,
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS ;
aud pronounced superior to any in the market.—
Mercurial A flections; Eruptions and all Diseases ol
They are the only Ranges to which a Regulator has
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, I hroat and Body; Pimever been applied for controlling the Draft aud regples on the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nervousulating the heat to the Ovens. By an eutirely new
ness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth, j arrangement we have slides to be used for plate or
and the more advanced at all ages, of
pie warmers. This Range is heavier than any other,
of smooth casting*, and beautiful design,being ornaBOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
mented with bright finish; and the directions,which
a
are simple, areca*t on the face of the Range, always
DR. L. DIX’S
before the eyes of the cook, when using it. We say,
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
uiih4*itatingly, that it will do more work, with the
21 End iuolt street, BoMou,Ma*ft.,
same amount'of fuel, than any other.
is so arranged that
never see or hear each
patients
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his Office is
No. 21, having no connection with his residence,con-

For sale by all Druggist*. At wholesale by W. F*
Phillips, II. XI. llay & Co., Portland.
aug22 emlly

count

family interruption, so that on no acany person hesitate applying at bis office. J

no

can

DIX

DR.

Coldly asserts (and it cannot be contradicted,except j
by Quacks,who will say or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he
8 THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE

PHYSICIAN

AD-

IMPORTANT
TO ALL

INVALIDS.
Iron

Brick anti Portable Furnaces
Classes and Sizes !

VERTISING IN BOSTON.

SIXTEEN YEARS

The success of this justly celebrated Furnace, is
engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a fact so ! probably without a parallel. No furnaces, in se short
well known to many Citizens,Publishers, Merchants, j a time, and without newspaper puffing or advertisHotel Proprietors, Ac., that lie is much recommend- | ing, have ever been so extensively introduced, and
ed, and particularly to
so favorably known.
The Regulator, invented aud
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
patented by Mr. Magee, was the first ever applied to
a Stove or Furnace, tor so controling the draft as to
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreiunand Nagive anv desired degree ot heat, aud hold it for auy
tive Quacks, more numerous in Boston than other
reasonable length of time, requiring replenishing but
large cities,
seldom, and may be kept au entire season. These
DR. L. DIX
Furnaces maybe used with or without the Extra
proudly refers to Professors and respectable PhysiRadiating Pipes, which are designed more particuwhom
consult
him in critical cases,
cians—many of
larly for places requiring a quick, powerful heat.—
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, atAfter a trial ol four years, the inventor having addtained through so long experience, practice and obed such improvements as have suggested themselves,
servation.
now offers to builders,housekeepers snd all interested,
their Furnaces as improved, in ten sizes: the No. 10
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
the largest size Furnace made in the country.
being
be not robbed aud add to your sufferings in being do- i The Furnaces
impart a very mild and summer-like
oeived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
lu at.
promises and pretensions of
Also for sale. Cooking, Office and Parlor Stove* of
Cook Stoves for coal or
all kinds for wood or coal.
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS
Clipper, Boston aud Maine, Connecticut, Newho know little of the nature and character of Spec- j wood;Green
Mountain State, None Such. Our State,
vada,
ial diseases, and less as to their cure. Some exhibit
Triumph. For wood: Cottage Home, Harp, Ariel,
forged diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which
Republic and New England States. Also, 1-rauklin.
never existed in any part of the world: others exBox and Cylinder.
hibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, unknown;
not
only assuming and advertising in nuinc* of those I
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their imposiAGENTS FOR STEVENS'

is

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM 31 AKERS,
Thrnn-li

♦ l.a

nnnr, iim

nf

(tin

Made to

other remedy, he relies
iDg
upon Mercurv, and
gives it to all hi* patients in pills, drops, Ac., so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to hi* socalled Extracts, Specific, Antidote, Ac., both reiving
upon its effects in curing a tew in a hundred, h is
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: but
alas! nothing is said of the balance: some of whom
die, others grow worse, ami are left to linger and suffer for months or year*, until relieved or cured, it

possible, by competent physicians
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE HOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum makers,yet,
regardleas of

the life and health of others, there

among them who will

tradicting riving

even

are

perjure themselves,

!

Order.

j
We have on hand a large stock of Miscellaneous
article* usually found iu Stave store*. fcy Jobbing
promptly attended to.

iy Orders from the country respectfully solic- I
ited, which will receive special atteutlon.
!

Upham,

NOYES, HOWARD & CO.,
No. 3* Exchange Stm*l, Porlland.
Oct.22 lm

those
con-

mercury to their patient*, or that it
i« contained in their Nostrums, so that the "usual
to'* m*y be obtained for
curing, or "the
dollar" or "fraction of itr> may be obtained for the
Nostrum. It iathus that many are deceived also.aud
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with

Full anil Winter

Opening!

professedly

quackery.

!

Tailor efts

requiringadvicemustcontainonedollar

Cloths, Cassimeres & Vestings

Address Dr. L. Dix, No.21KndIcottstreet,Boston,
Maac.
Boston, Jan. 1,1868.
jy

of every variety and style, which he purchased for
can give au elegant “tit
capii, aud
out” at the lowest rash prices.

THE LADIES. The celebrated DR. L
DIX particularly invites all ladies who need a
Medical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Room*,No.
‘il Endicott street. Boston, Mass., which they will
find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it is now conceded by all (both in
this country and in Europe) that ho excels u'l other
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual

TO

treatment of all female
Bis medicines are
with the express purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility, w eakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements of the
womb, also, all discharges which flow from n morbid
state of the blood. The Doctor Is now fully prepare d
to treat In his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex, aucf they are
fespectftiUy invited to call at

complaint*.

prepared

No. 21 Endicott Street* Boston.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dol
iar to ensure an answer
Boston, Jan. 1,1868
eodly

He

invites hi* old friends and customer*, and the

to call on him. Grateful for the
patronugo he has leooived since he established himself here, be *olicits a coutinuance. and will
span* noeflorts to give general satisfaction.
oc& tt

NEW

FUNERAlTaR.

fill! E «ubscriber most respectfully begg leavo to in-

-■- form the citizcua of Portland aud vicinity that
he has been appointed au undertaker, with all tho
legal right* and privileges to bury or remove the
dead that the superintendent has, and is now
ready
to attend to that duty in the most careful manner.
1 have a new FiSrERAL CAli, such as is ustni almost entirely iu Bottom, New York, and other largo
cities, which I propose to use at the fbuerals I attend
as undertaker, at the same price that other undertakers charge lor the
hearse, aud nothlug extra
from the old price. Thq poor always liberally considered by
jas. m Currier,
Sexton of Bey. Dr. Shailer’a Church.
Street. JyMdtiia
S3T" Residence No

cit^

theTadies.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will And arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. If.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicinesareunrival
led in efficacy aud superior virtue iu regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is speciAc and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will And it Invaluable In all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may betaken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part oi the country with full direction s
DK HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.
N. B.—LA DIES desiring may consult one oftheir
A lady of experience in constant attend-

own sex.

iulldaw'tf.l

ance.

TWELFTH

Esq.

Mutual Life Insurance Co.

$721,026 60
Paid for Claims by Death, ou
26 Policies.. 954.400 00
Balance of distribution to Pol-

Holders,.

icy

disabled[by

Medical Examination*.&c...
Paid Commissions to Agents,.
Paid Dividend to Guarantee

15,64545
15.258 78

Post Office address

Stockholders.

7,000 00

Paid for re-inrurance,....
Paid for Surrendered and Can-

893 62

celed Policies,.
Capital

and

on

follows:

Three Hundred and Twenty-Three Shares
Bank Stock.
Loans ou Collaterals and jKTsoual securi-

27,529 25

ties.
United States Treasury Securities,.
Michigan State Bond,.
Real Estate, (at cost.).
Deterred Premiums and Agents' accounts.
Cash ou hand,

31,10000
74.544 30
l.OoOfiO
9,632 24
51,992 46
17,972 92

9604,898 41

Whole number of Policies in force. 3,102.
Amouut at rick.*6,748,400.

JOHN W. MONGER & SON,
8cpt22

Hon.Lot M.Morrill,
Hon.Joseph B Ilall,
U. 8. Senate,
Sec’r of State
Hon.JamesG. Blaine,
Hon.Nathan Daue,
sep2<klAwI4tt
StateTreasurer

Au$Uhtaf

fllHE Maine Insurance Company insure against
_I_ loss or damage by Fire. Building*, Merchandize and Furniture, ou term* as favorable a- it can
be done bv any solvent Company. Policies issued
lor One, Three, or Five vears.
j.L. CUTLER, President.

purchase

Agent,
No. 102 Middle Street.

Buxton Centre.
Gorham,

FOR EASTERN MARKETS.

220 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.
84 South Water St., Chicago, 111.
dtim

1

17,607
58,206 40
20.000
7,762 01

H

anover

m I.aiv,

LEWIS
ocl8 ly

Washington, will
Money, aud all

eo.,

a

of

II ALE.
TEATON & HALF..
oc22 d3wr

MIDDLE

HAND,

Law,

STREET,

PORTLAND.
JOHN

RAND

•apt. 1,1*5*.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
1863.

Passenger Trains will leave daily,
(Sundays excepted) as follows:
Augusta for Bath. Portland and Boston. at 5.80 and
11.15 A.M.,
connecting at Brunswick with trains on
the Androscoggiu Railroad for Lewiston, FarmingSBDBB

XU HOU8KS, it
100 HOUSE
X.00O.0U) teet of
1,000,000 fret of

citizens.

prior, from XlOOOto M000.

*2u0to S3O00.

FLATS.
LAND.

X STORE LOTS

on

Commercial

Street.

GOULD,74

Middle St.,
Ur 8taIKS.

■ovXTdtf

N E W

HAIR DRESSING SALOON!

DEALERS IN

At the Central House.

Ijime Street,

Opposite

PORTLAND. ME.

Psat Ofler, Linar Street.

ih*

F- "W. NICHOLS

IIigheat cash prices paid for Country Pro-

duce of all kind*.

Estate,

Lots. iturlcHtrom

ANTS,

cMTrK0iD.|
N. B.

our

(MAT CMC I F«E UKAIM lIKtl Til K1SII

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Beans, Apples, ic.
No.

opened this
FISII MARKET

INVESTMENTS !

PRODUCE COMMISSION
AUD

AT —

HOPKINS

Real

HATCH & CLIFFORD,

octl d3m

to his former

respectfully
patand the public generally, that he has takWOULD
the
iu the Central
announce

rons

en

by

ronage.

Particular attention

No. 13 Market Square, Portland, (up stairs.)
room for Ladies'aud Children's Hair

tySeparate

House, formerly occupied

room

strict attenby Ell well Brothers, where he hopes,
tion to business, to merit a share of toe public pat-

IVig Maker,

Wniskers.

Cutting.

constantly

on

of

given

to

Hair and
oct27 dlstf

Dying

U«M Found.
coin was picked np

in the street
owner cau have it by calling
the office of the C'ity Marshal, proving property
and paving for this advertisement.
octTdlwtl
JOHN S. HEALD.

gold
A quantity
Monday. The

je22'63dly

hand.

on

at

Maryland Oak Timber.
CARGO now landing per brig Trenton, consisting of plank stocks, windless pieces, stem,
transoms, risers, Ac., for sale bv
McGILVERY, RYAN A DAVIS,
octl dtT
161 Commercial street.
A

Hcotcli

JAMES T. PATTEN A

Veliow Coru.

PRIME
|yl3

Intiriuary.

|

COAL

to

has treated thousand* of cases, and in no instance
lias he met with a failure. The remedies are tuild,
lud there is no Interruption of buxines* or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
In the morning until 10 at night, at hi** office. 5 Ternstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
u all cases.
Separate room-*, so that no one will be
His remedies cure disease
seen but the Dr. himself.
when all other remedies fail; cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadf\»J consequent effect? of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisouous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredieuU are entirely veget
Lie, and no injurious effect, either constitutional!
can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
bad habits iu youth,
weakness, generally caused
the effects of which are ptun and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing iu the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption orinif neglected, are speedily and permanently

SPHIXfl ATOVXTAIX LEHIGH,
HAZKLTOX LEHIGH.
COLKRAIXE LEHIGH.
LOCVST HOUXTAIX,
JOHXS.
J THE

Rnraian.

CUMBERLAND

COAL

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

strictly
warranted to give satisfaction.
THESE
Coals

▲ Iso. for

by

of the best

are

quality, an

sale, be»t quality of Nova Scotia and othff

Hard and Soft Wood.
The public are requested to call, es we are deter
mined to give good bargains to those who pay cash
St., head of Maine ftTi’J

lanity

Office,Commercial

«

NAWYCK

HUGHES.

No. 6 Temple Street,(corner of Middle),
Portland.
lull—dAwtfft
lty*Send stamp for Circular,

dfc

WHITNEY.

mch20‘63d!y

BARLEY WANTED.
The higher! price paid tor Barley by

Book Card & Fan3v Printing

j O II V

NEATLY KXKCCTEC

AT THE 0FFI0E OF THE PRESS

GZXUIXK LUBBER f

Pure and Free

Locally,

B.

WOOD,

&

CHEAP FOR CASH.
delivered to any part of thkctiy

practice

oured.
▲11 correspondence strictly confidentialand will

BOI.TS Superior Bleached |
avl' 300tio All Lon* flax "(.iov- | A1“»
erument contract." }
Art>ro*,h
300 do Extra All Lou* flax 1
300 do Navy Flue
Delivered in l’ortlaodor Buxton.
Bath. April30. IMS.
ap33dtr

OA/ V

has

During

CO.,

Bath, We.

I>!t. HUGHES9

Eclectic Medical

Canvas,

-FOB WALK BT-

Y'ellow Corn, for rale by
P. F. VARNUM.
Commercial street, head Widjjery’s wharf

COWARD M. BARD.

sepia d6m

Avon

HOUSE.”

DR. J

1-3

Strong,

Of every description, and Lobsters, to be had at this
establishment.
Order* will be answered and delivery madetothose
who may desire. Open until 8 o’clock P. M.
je24 tf

returned If desired. Address

Counsellors & Attornies at

for

Coiumencins April O,

To accommodate

File

Middle Street.

Ship Chandlery and Grocery Business

J. Sc. E. IW.

^aiinin®,ou daily,

Phill|C,IVe

FRESH. SALT AND SMOKED FISH.

delicacy.

AGENTS,

A

tujiiiKTiuaa.

Stage leave* Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Tbaredays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Pern
and Dixticld ; returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington for New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Satur-

Ha?

Federal Street, Portland, .«nd iuvites
the travelling community to call and see il
he knows “how to keep a hotel.” Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds oat to those whose business or pleasure call them to the “Forest City/'

a

as

for

CEXTR1L

a

WE

Farmington.rig

Farmington

T.

CONSULTATIONS —Dr. Hughes
PRIVATE
for uumber of years comined his attention
diseases of
he
certain class.
Ids

SEWING MACHINES!

name

On and after Moxdat, April 8, 1363,
»ill leave Portland for Lewiston
1.00 and 8 15 P. M.
*or
Brunawlck, at

Boston,

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

RUFUS CUSHMAN,
173 Fore Street.

have admitted ANDREW J. CHASE
partner in our firm, In the

a. m.

No. 110 Fetler*l Street.

RICK, Proprietor.

“EDI

Ac

tiu cans) Rifle ami Duck.

under the Arm

leaves PorUand daily for all station*

line of this road at 8

Ticket*; tiold at the depot of the (irand Trank Railroad in 1 ortlaud for all dtatious ou this
road
EDWIN NOTES,
June 1,1883.

—

A good stock of Wigs. Half-Wigs, Rands, Rraids,
Curls, frizetU, 1'ads, Rolls, Crimping Hoards, Ac.,

HAVING

....

at 7.30 A. M.
Both
trains to Boston and

througli

FILTOY FISII MARKET !

NATH AN CLEA VEB

mid 50

on

Large*! and Best Arranged Hotel

Hair Cutter and

POHTLAND.

a

lor
with

.^connect

r

Aoburn f°r

Stages leave Bath daily for Rockland at 9.00 A M.
and 8.00 P. M.
Leave Augusta for Rockland at 9.00 A.M. Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. April 8. 1868.
ap4tf

HOUSE,

Strrc-

M K It C II

OFFICE-117 Middle Street.

Nos. 54

p^sss?y«.aoS‘!rr*
Leave llaugor
Portland

L*wu,on

HOSES

SWEAT k CLEAVES,

ritn:

Bangor and all Intermediate stations at 1 10
arrival of traius from Boston.

Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M eonnccting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin R. R.
trains for all * tat iou* on that road; and at August*
with the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Watervide, Kendall's Mills and 8 c n,began; and at Kendall’s Mills for Bangor, k s
Portland for Bath and Augusta at 8.15 P. M.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.

JOHN F. SHE HR Tj

woodman,

Lj^lrtmdiiil
For
M. on

On ami after Monday next,
passenger
trains will leave depot of Grand Trunk
ortlaud, lor Lewiston and Aubura

ton, k c.

dtf

THE AMERICA*

lyeod

Oc29 f»w

SiaaS

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
dtt
Portland, Aug. 19,1862.

SAMUEL BROWN, President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Secretar.
EDW ARD SHAW, Agent, 102 Middle Street.

cases

SIMMER ARRANGEMENT.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

Sts.,opposite AYw C'ity Hall, Portland.
This new and centrally located Hotel is
First ( lass in all its appointment*, and oue
__i of the most lmine-like houses in New England. Charges moderate.
uov2 3m
O. C. ROLLI.vS, Proprietor.

“

Having a responsible Agent in
procure Pensions, Bounty, Prize
claims against the Government.

at

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

d

on

YORK.

SWEAT.

purchased

Passenger* lor this route will take the cars at tka
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Port*
land Depot*, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Snp’t.
Farmington April 1, 18C3.
ap« dtf

LINE.

THKuudcrsigntd respect folly informs the
public that he has least d the above House,

Itmurr Iliiildiuga, Merchnndiar, IIohm-hold Furniture, llrnta, Lenar*, Yen*
ael* on thr Stork*, nnd othrr Per*
•onnl Property nt lue Law-

It.

M

330'
333

days, returning ou Mondays and Fridays.

INTERNATIONAL HOISE.
Junction of Krchange, Congress and Lime

(Jupiial S^OO.OOCf,

L.D

8J)

CARPENTER, Sup't.

■

H () T E L S.

9146,000
112,650

on

Attorm-j«» mill Counsellors

6 43
7.00

>R
r.

Bath and Portland.9.10 a.m.
Leave I-ewlston for Bath and Portland 6.00 and
11.40 A. M.

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 3 T. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX. Brownr* Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,

Co.,

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

OCt27

0.36

at

wh< n tickets ire
tlic office than when
paid in the cam
Oct. 23,1803.
dtf DAN

p'Jt"0rt***1<*

John.

Exchange

OF NEW

a.m.
9.30
9.40

reffiriilyV111**"•

1 r>o
Leave

Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Fa-tport and St.

The

Cash on hand.
Whole amount at risk,
9754.605
of liabilities,
6,470 31
novadltv
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.

American

a.m.

2

«.06

via Urunmcirk. at

Leave Browns Wharf. Portland every WEDNES- 1
DAY. aud SATURDAY, at4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. ML
These vessels are lifted up with tine accommodations
for passenger*, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New* York
and Maine. Passage 95,00, including Fare aud State

Portland, Nov. 4, 1863.
THE following is a statement of the affairs of this
A Company, rendered in pursuance of the requirements of < Intp. 19, *ec. 21, of the Revised Statutes

of the State of Maine:
Capital Stock paid in
Bank and other Stocks,
Loans on mortgages of real estate and

Id
3.15

5

10.00 3 65
7.13 10.16 4 07
7.17 10 £* 4 11
Morrill's,
7.34 10.30 4.13
Arrives!
do
7.35 1)46
4.B)
I lie 2.00 P. M. train ont and the
9.30 A.M. train
U' kr,'i»'ht Tr»‘»8. »«h Passenger

NUBB

IN NEW ENGLAND.

Officc of llu' Ori im liiMiraurc

MS
9.00

do
do
do
do
do

uinberlnnd Mills,

as

and “POTOMAC,” Captaiu mikrwood, will,until further notice, run

follows

as

Portland,

Saeearanpa,
(

-IS-

ocl2 eodJj-

of

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS

eoptSa

Saco l.irei Tor

r'JS

2 23
2 A)
3.46

STRING ARRANGEMENT.

rua

Freight taken as nsttal.
The company are uot responsible for haggago to
any amount exceeding *50 in value, aud that personal, unless notice is giveu and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every *500 additional value.
Feb. 18,1803.
dtf
L. B1LUNU8, Agent.

WILLIAMS,Secretary.
EDWARD SHAW

Commission Merchants.
For the

further notice,

I,i*:ive Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7o clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday aud
Friday, at 7 o’clock P. M.
Fare in Cabin..
*1.50
ou Deck. 1.25

J. If.

Portland, Oct. 20,1863.

CO.,

Will, until
follow,:

jjWffi**

Agents.

Maine.

«tock-».
Premium Notes and Bills receivable
hand,
Real estate,

...

V|‘

stage (omrscTioxe.

INSURANCE CO,

Y EA T O N

J. A. DAVIS A

c

8 JS
8 23
8 35

do
do
do
do

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

tf

MAINE

U

Mill*, do

.Saccarxpp.,
i.orham,
Buxton Centre,
Arrive at

and Montreal

Poiflmiil Office, ICO Fore St,.

NOTICE.

RKFKKKNCES:

City, Lewiston

New York.
Dec. 6.1832.

F. B. BACON, Secretary.

August a. Me

to a license from the lion. John A.
J.
Waterman, Judge of Probate for the County of j
Cumberland, grauted on the first Tue.sdav of Octo- I
her In*t., I shall sell at public auction on the twcuti- ;
eth day of November jiext, at 12 o’clock 31., all the
right, title and interest George ii. Taylor had in and
to the lot of land with the buildings thereon situate,
ou the northeasterly side of Washington street, in
the rear of land owned by Edward Mayberry, No.
27 on said street, being the same premises conveyed
to said Taylor by Cbarle* J. and John Barbour by
deed recorded iuthe Cumberland Registry of Deeds,
book 265, page 128. to which deed reference Is had.

place

as

41

Estate,! unincumbered). 9213,350 00
Loan Notes, (with interest accrued.)—
177.777 24

C. RICE, President,

Forest

22,079 07 9116,728 19

Real

(Office No.9 State House.)
;

Cumberland

*• ‘*a-

^

|,ine.

The splendid and fast Steamships
“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt, Willktt,

Surplus.9604,898

August 1, 1863, invested

I Boston

an

SEMI-WEEKLY

Needlesaud Trimmings always ouhand.
mchlStf

SETH E. HEED!

Portland

Portland uud New York Steamer*.

SINtiE It’S

Procured for widow * or children of Officers and Soldiers who hav e died, while in the service of the United States.
Prize Money, Pennons Bounty and Back Pay collected for Seamen and their heirs.
lars.
Fee*, for each Peusion obtained, Five
All Claims against the Government will eceive
prompt attention.

ArimfiiisfrstforS Male.

which will take

2,06197

Paid for Salaries, Rente,

ARRANGEMENTS.

m T,<.,L*,;iiri^.,,»wr

sT. JOHN.

Week!

a

Boston daily

CimilH-rlaiid Itailroad.

WINTER

THE STEAMERS

DISBURSEMENTS.

50

I 1JUR8UANT

sale,

\ «rk Ac

Co.

Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.

August 1, 1803.
Guarantee Capital,(all paid up).8100,00000
Reserve, August 1,1862. 875,09/ M
RECEIPTS.
Premium* received during the
year.
$208,981 98
Received tor War Permit*.
7,643 30
Receive*! for Interest, (including interest on Guarantee
Capital.). 22,388 09
Interest accrued ou loan notes,
7,616 65 $246,532 02

received from the proprietors of the
DUPOXT I'OWbElt WOHKS, of Delaware,
the Agency for the sale ot their oelebr ted l'owder
in tills city aud State, the undersigned would give
notice that he Is now prepared to supply the trade,
as may l*e desired, and at the lowest market prices.
-HOW IN MAGAZINE700 kc#i Blasting and Common Sporting.
100 wholes,halves and quarter kegs Rifle'uud Duck.

Kstablished for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
sickness contracted while in the service
of the Uuited State*, in the line ol duty.

eodly

8. L. CAkUETON,
the premise*.
Administrator of the Estate of George G. Taylor
oc20eodtnov20
Portland, Oct 16,1868

wpl

9100 Bounty Money, Back Pay,

Invalid Pensions,

nurse*.

Particulars at the

TORT, CALAIS*

and

PortUnd for Saco River, a,

MASSACHUSETTS

POWDERAGENCY.

mOE undersigned Is prepared to obtain from the
A United States Government, £100 Bounty Money,
Back l’ay, Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
n the U. S.service.

thoroughly

Boston, April 28,1S03!

FA ST

SOMKRDT,Agent.

Steamship

('“''". leave l'ortlaiiil

Portland,

REPORT

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
And Pensions.

Complaints, Ac. An experience of over tweutv
years’extensive practice enables Dr. 31. to cure all
the most difficult cases. Medicines entirely vegetahie. Ai»vice Free.
31 rs. M., w ho is
versed in the afflictive
maladies of the sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with board and experienced

AN NUAL

inv2 dtf

» COURT STREET,corner of Howard, Boston,
'll ) Is consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from »3
to 8 in the evening, on all disease* of the Urinary
and Genital Organ*, Scrofulous Affections, Humors
of all kinds, Sores, Ulcers ami Eruptions, Female

J

International

Two Trips

rat rrtra.

DR.need

Physician & Surgeon,

coiiisoquent'ly

generally,
public
liberal

doc6dawly8o

above.

to

DB. JOHN C. MOTT.
1

A.

a. m.

o»

A

Pensions

HAS

the United States.
▲il letters
to insure an answer.

May,

they

Eclectic Medical In Urinary.

ey There can be but erne strongtr proof than the
testimony (f such men as these, and that is a personal TKIAL. It has cured thousands where other
remedies have failed to give relief, and invalids can•
not reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
Prepared as heretofore by N. L. CLARK A CO.
J. P. DINS3IGRE, Sole Aoent, Boston.
For sale in Portland by W. F. Phillips, H. If.
Hay, and by all Druggists.
jy4 eod3m

Draper,

DR. L DIX'S
charges are very moderate. Communications
NO. 98 EXCHANGE STREET,
credly confidential, and all may rely on him with the
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever
just returned from Boston and New York
may be |
the disease, condition or situation of any one marwith a lil< 11 and FASHIONABLE a**ortried or single.
ment of
Medicines sent by Mailand Express to all pajte of

as

the System.

Smoke Stacks, Ventilators, &c..

A.i-nb Itn.tn. I.

uo

Iron!

Medicine,

To take medicine to cure diseases occa.-ioned by a
deficiency of ikon in the BLOOD, without restoring
it to the system, is like trying to repair a building
when the'foundation is gone.
Pamphlet-* containing certificates of cures and recommendations from some of the most eminent physicians, clergymen, and others, will be sent free to
any address.* We select a few of the names to show
tin* character of the testimonials
Ja*wis Johnson, *. i>.
Rev. John Pierpcnf,
Roswell Kinney, m. n.
Rev. Warren Burton,
8. II. Kendall, m. l>.
Rev. Arthur B. Fuller,
W. R. Chisholm, m. d.
Rev. Aug. R. Pope.
Ciurdon
Francis
Dana. M. d.
Rev.
Robins,
Jeremiah Stone, M. J>.
Rev. Sylvanus Cobb,
*
Jose
Antonio
T.
8anche«.x.D
Rev.
Starr King,
Marceliuo Aranda, .v. n.
Rev. Osborn .Myrick,
Abraham
Rev. Ephraim Nute, Jr.,
Wendell, M !».
A. A. Ilaves, m. d.
Rev.Thou. II. Pons.
J.
R.
Chilton, m. i>.
Rev. Richard Metcalf,
H. E. Kinney, m. i».
Rev. M. P. Webster,
Jose
II.
Rev. Jos.
Clinch,
d'Espinar, m. i>.
Thomas A. Dexter, Esq.
Rev. Abm. Jackson,
C. Amory, Esq.
J.
Thomas
Pearson, Jr..
Rev.
Hon. Peter Harvey,
lirv. A. R. K. Crawley,
C.
James
Dunn,
Rev. Henry
Samuel
Rev. 8. H. liiddel,
Esq.
Prof. E. Vitalis Scherb.
Rcv.P.C. Headley,
Rev. John W. Oiuistead, Ferdinand Andrews. Esq.

We have machinery for work of this kind, enabling us to turn it out in the best possible manner.

Specialty

«tamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, aud on Private Diseases generally, giving full
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of ANY‘ CONFIDE X( E WIIATRVF.R.
£y*Ordem by mail promptly attended to. Write
youraddress/i/aiu/yfaud dircctto DR. MATTISON,

Kidneys

J

Heavy

Protoxide of iron,a

This is the secret of the wonderful success of this
remedy in curing
Dyspepsia, Liver Complahit, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhea, Toils, Xenons Affections. Chills and Fevers, Humors, !a>ss of Qmstitutional i iyor.
and Bladder,
Diseases of the.
Female Complaints, and all diseases
originating in a leul state qf the
Blood, or accompanied bv Debility, or a Low State of

We have iu store and lor sale 8beat Lead. I.ead
line, Tin, Iron, Copper and Zinc. Cowing & Co.*9
PN MPS, all sizes and kind.*.

Workers of

protected solution of the

directly

safety

that strikes at the. root of disease, by supplying tbe
blood with its Vital Principle or l^fe Element, Iron*

Celebrated Portable Ovens !

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,

a

New Discovery in

<

through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their mediciues by the dead, who cannot expose or coutradict them; or who, besides, to
further their imposition, copy from Medical books
much that is w ritten of the qualities and effects of
different herbs and plants, aud ascribe all the same
to their Pills, Extracts. Specifics,Ac., most of
which,
if not all, contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of its "curing everything," but now know n
to "kill more than is cured," and those uot killed,
constitutionally injured for life.

This celebrated Female Mcdiciuc,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all other* have failed,
is designed for both married and sinale ladies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpose, as it arill
bring ou the monthly sickness in cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all other remedies of the kind
have been tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BOTTLES have now
been sold without n single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
~y~lt is put up in bottles oi three
different strengths, with full directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES— Full strength. *10; hall
£5;
uarter strength, *8 per bottle.
%STREMEMBER— This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
of the kind have failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
None genufZgrRR WARE OF /MIT I TIOXS
ine and warranted, unless purchased
of Or.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 28 Union street.Providence, R. I.
embraces all diseases of a prierr his
vate nature, both of MEN aud WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
by letter orotherwis'' arc strictly confidential,and medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and quiet ultbbat, w ith good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has boon estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
qunckr annually, in New England alone, without any
be«<fit to those who pay it. All this conu s from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character aud skill, ami wlio.-c ouly
recommendation is their ow n false and extravagant
of themselves. If, then-fore,
assertions, in
humbugged, take no man’s
you would avoid
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
it will cost you nothing, and
MAKE INQUIRY
may save you many regrets; lor. a* ad^ ertisiug pb>
sicians, in nine case- ouiof ton. are bogus, there is
in trusting any of them, unless you know
no
are.
who ana what
rr Du. 31. will send frkk. by enclosing one

praise
being

THE PERUVIAN SYRUP

>

tion assume names of other most celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

MATT1SON S INDIAN EMMEN AGOGUE.

ty^Consuitations

is the VITAL PRINCIPLE or LIFE ELEMENT
the ltlood. This is derived chiefly from the food we
rat; but if the food is not properly digested, or it'
from any cause whatever the necessary ouautfty of
Iron is not taken into the circulation, ><r becomes reduced, the whole system auffers. 1 he bad blood will
irritate tbe heart, will clog up the lungs, will stupefy
the brain, will obstruct the liver, and will send »
disease-producing elements to all parts oi the system
and every one will suffer in whatever organ may be
predisposed to disease.
It is only since the discovery of that valuable coinbinatiou known as PERUVtAX SYRCP that the
great power of this VITA LIZ/XU All EX 1 over
disease has been brought to light.

-ADAPTED TO-

of nil

|

It is well known to the Medical Profession that

MAGEE’S NEW PATENT

Baildiaga

Remedy

Strength,

_

sequently

dtl

and
tJf?VM,'0r'*,n',U'h ‘°r r*,",“d»‘ *00
Ukc *"d '*•»«
l'B*.engers at way
stiw.l,‘iUa
1
Ule1,1

mornings, and making all the lauding* a* above.
kor freight o,
p i-sage please apply attlie Office
tlie vvtiari.

lor Bloixv*.

^

Friday

Httd

Sla-

the

'8""d*L*«

5

Emperor

Mortgages on

FOR FEMALES.

Drops

Vetter

Periodical

Monday, Wt'dttrMlny

E M E X TS,

Portland Tor Boston.at8.45A.il. and
3.So
Leave Boston Tor Portland at
7.30 a.m. and 3.30

^

ROCK I.AND, BELFAST and BANCOR, making all
ttic landings except heairport.
Kiertrntunu Will leaic Baugorcveiy

Qnarlor*

Assets

ICopyright secured.]

■

principle

icines,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

Drops

TUE.UHEAT FEMALE BEMEDY

THE MAGEE PARLOR

dtf

WILL BE FORFEITED BV DR. I.
DIX if failing to cure in less time than

Lyon's

THE MAGEE STOVE

on

.1 It It .4 X r;

•,rw*cJifeTSSnow;t“,,‘l
Leave

responsibility

LADIES’ WINE,

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or otherliquors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the digestive
properties,
orgBtis. nnd a blooming, solt and healthy skin and

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

■.you’#

and Saturday
mornings, at 6 o’clock,
the arrival of the Boston steamers, for

Proposals will be considered for the funnelling of
Horses in lots of not less than tweutv-live (25). I ho
Horses to he from fifteen (15) to sixteen < 16) bauds
On and after Thursday. Aprilhlh.
jpwrsw*
high, from live (5) to nine (9) years old, well broken
tlie.Steamer Xktv Ekolauo, t oot.
^
to the saddle, compactly built, in good flesh, and free
E. kicld, and Steamer kisw Bcumifrom alhbdects.
wtcK.Capt. K. B. Winchester, will leave Railroad
The ability of the bidder to fullil his
tV harl, foot of .state Hi
agreement
every Jlomlav and Thursmust he guaranteed by two rcsnouisblc person*,
day, at 5 o'clock t*. M., for Kasiport and St. John.
whose signatures must lie appended tothe guarantee.
The
FARES.
of the guarantors niu-t be shown
the official certificate of the Clerk of the nearest
To St.John, by steamer, *5.00 To St. Andrews, MM
••
District Court; or of the United States District Attor- I
hastport,
4.00
Calais,
4.7*
•*
ney.
Machine,
BOO
Irighy.
Proposals must be addressed to Lieutenant-Colonel |
6.00
elaK'’.
Moiickton,
7.00
....
C. G. Nawtelle, Chief ijuartcrmaster. Cavalry Bu••
VV indsor,
7.50
7.00
Shcdiae,
reau. ami be endorstd on the
envelope “Proposals
Halifax,
8.30
8 25
Bidi^ue.
for Horses.”
C. G. SAWTELLE,
Fredericton.
0.00
Charlottetown.9.60
Lieutenant-Colonel and Chief tjuartermaser,
Jloulton&W ooUstock.H.uo
Pictou,
11.25
aug22 dtf
Cavarly Bureau.
I lie abi>\i‘ gteaiuiTs conufct at ,>t. John with Europi-au and North American Railroad for all «tationt
to Sliediae, ami Iroin thence with Steamer
WestIleud
I’nn«>t !?l;ir*li:il.
moreland tor HeUcque and CharlottHotvn, I*. K. I.
and Pictou, N.8., arid with the 8t< amcr
First District Maine,
for
I
Windsor and Halifax, Nova Scotia, and with •teamPortland. August 20th, 1*68. )
ers for K redcricton.
Also at Kx*lport with ntaxo for
REWARD of Ten Dollars (RlO) and the reasonMacnias. and with Steamer yueen for Calais and St.
able expenses iucurred. will be paid to any perAndrew*, and at the latter place with N. R.fcC. »
son for the apprehension aud
delivery of a Deserter
Kail road tor Houltoii and Woo<lnock stations.
at these II* ad Quarters.
Through ticket# will be sold on board by the clerk.
By order Provost Marshal General.
or at the ageut's office.
CHARLES H. DOUGHTY,
KHurning, will loave .St. John for Eastport, Portand
Provost
Marshal.
aug21 d8m
Capt.
land and Bouton, overy Monday and
Thursday tnornms, at $ o'clock.
No camidieuc, turpentine, oil of vitriol, or other
explosive bur.iing fluid, or materials which ignite by3
lriction. takcu by thi* line.
Positively freight not received after 4 p.m. Mon-OF THEdays aud Thursdays. For further information apC. C. EATON, Agent,
r*y to

imparting
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all dracriplion.

Their effects and consequences
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PtI.LS,POWDERS i QUACK PREPARATIONS.

ARE SURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT
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Cigar*.

Sardine*.

j

sss

well

and

ARK BETTER THAN ALL

Street.

Hospitals,

SPEER’S M INE

I LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

Exchange

No. SS

European

of

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, hut is pure
from the Iuiccof the Portugal Sambuoi grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemist'* and
physicians as possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines iu use, and an excellent article for
all weak aud debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite,and beucfittiugladies
and children.
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taken the Fruit Store

and
and Armrican
the find families in Europe and America.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
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W. W. CARR & CO.,

prepared to

The Great Female Remedy !
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Europe fonts
a

AS A TONIC
It i as no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being entirely a pure wine oi a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands. Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very bcueficialiu Dropsy,Gout
aud Rheumatic Affections.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

Exchange

■

FURNISHING GOODS.
A 130
Exchange Street.

No. 8
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do Good and cannot do Harm.

some
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-PEALEK8 IS-

O.

to

Or

KM

lomamciui Nov. 2d, 1863.
j-KSHBE Psawnger Trains will leave

"I111

medicinal and bt neficia
qualities as gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,
celebrated in

VVVVV

Now and Second Hand Furniture,

Haring

Every family, at thisscason, should usethe
SAMBUCI WINE,

used in

WWW

JOHN CROCKETT & CO.,

•

Sure

VVV
VVV
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AT SO. 85 EXCHASOK STREET.
N. W. NOYES,
i.L. liOWAKD.
Portland, July 1, 1868.
Jy3dtf

Drops!
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Stove and Furnace Bushiest*,

Drops!

-ARE-

Street.

II' I X T

Tuesduy, Tliuiiduy

anapolis, Ind.

BETTER THAN* ALL

Periodical

Tli" now and last steamer IIARVKM MUON, ( apt. Wm. K.
Rulx,
leaves Grand Tmuk Wharf, fort-

land,every

■

by

Lyon’s

i’<»icri,a n n. saco * Portsmouth
railroad.

Washington

Pills, Powders & Quack Preparations.

|O0000

the transaction of the

•

AH*

Exchange

No. 33

Drops!

Periodical

Lyon’s

street.

ooo
ooo

ooo

October 19th. 1863. j
Ilansoii. for permission
Stationary Strum Engine on
York afreet,on lot adjoining Me~*r*. Littlefield &
Wilson.
Orth red. That Monday tin
econd day of Xovi-m*
ber next, at •oven and a ball o'clock, I*. M
at the
Aldermen’.-* room, he assigned a< lb*- linn- amj place
tortlie consideration of said petition, and that said
give not ire thereof by publishing this order
petitioner
hi one of the daily papers of the city four time*, tlie
lir-st publication to l*«- at least fuuitccn da\ hHor*
hand, that all parties interested may be present ai d
be beard thereon.
« lerk.
Atffcst:
.1 M. HEA Ml. f ii
J. M. ill Allf.Cit> Cleik.
Copy, AH* t.
oct20
of «I. \V.

cavalry Bureau,
Office of the Chief o u a it r e u m a ht it.
Washington, D. c\. August 15,1«53.
I YKOl’OSAL.S arc solicil* d ami will l#r- r»*«-»*iv o«l at
1
this office for the furnishing of CAVALRY
HOUSES, to Ik.- delivered at Pittsburg, Pa., Philailelpliia,
City, Syracuse, N. Y.,oj Indi-

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
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MORRILL, Agent,
FORE STREET,

•

Lyon’s

Exchange

•

Periodical

11AI LiltO AI »fs7

For the Penobscot River.

Aldermen,)

and

u«- a

Proposal*
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NOYES, HOWARD & CO.,

128

SERF. TO DO good AND CANNOT do HARM.
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Copartnership Notice.

tor

-ARK-

Street.

TTTT

WANTED BY F. JONES.

a

PERIODICAL DROPS

Trrr

QUALITY BARLEY

THE

sss

TTTT

-OF-

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name and style of

LYON’S

sss

Exchange

Lo.OtUl Bushels

«*p23 dtf

Persons, and Invalids

sss

sss

ss

No. as
I

904

Weakly

sss
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in connection with t 1k> above is au Irou Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists, Millwrights,and Fhip-Bullders is invited—and all kiuds of Castings furnished
at short notice.
yy* Orders for Machine Jobbing. Patterns and
oc2
Forgings, promptly executed.

MOSES

For Females,

Mayor

of

the

I'Fh.

STEAMBOATS._

ITV Or PORTLAND.
Board

petition
ON to erect
nod

Pills, Powders and Quack Preparations.

sss

Houses, Stores, and other buildings, fitted with

BEST

Of Choice Oporlo Cirapc,
I'HYBICI AKS’

«
In

ARK BKTTER THAN ALL

sss

Iron Stati n and other Architecturul Work.
(la« and Steam in the best

Itemedy.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

sss

Light House Work of all descriptions, and all
Fortifications.

LEGAL & OFFICIAL.

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,
FOR

sss

Fixtures, Sill Gearing. Shifting. Pulleys, Ac.

kinds of work

TIm* Great Feaiale

Street.

sss ss
sss ssss
sss
ss
sss
ss

STEAM ENGINES and BOILERS,
Stem Pipe awl

Exchange

•••

MEDICAL.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS i SPEER *S SAlfcBlCI WINE

NOYES, H0WARD&00,

furnish

to

Medical.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

BRADLEY,

IT York Si reel, Pori land.

!

Dept ft* dkwU
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